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Railroaders
Fulton's Boys The
They say that the third time is
charm but if the fourth time
Fulton Volume
for the
,vasn't charm
Nineteen
Fulton, li'ulton County Kentucky, Friday, July?, 1950
Ten Pages
Number Twenty-Seven
Railroaders, then I'm very badly
misinformed. For the fourth time
in a row, the boys swept the twin
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1950
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the
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speed
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Madisonville in a mighty good
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a
Dan Kravitz
rate and the second
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Mayfield days. Plans for the West KenThe line-up or events are as
engineering Utility
Carroll Peterson
for Charlie, Tate with a 5-3 mar- Tenn. will have natural gas by plied for to make
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Mayor
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gin.
Wednesday
.291
Union City like a house a-fire and if things
Thursday. Mr. Atkins and specifications. Total amount
Fair
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South
attack
with
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applied
for
by
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W. L. 320 Avg.
fn the
White say they sponsored horse show-, show time
President Bob
Gas
Transmission $6,120.
toCal of six times at bat, three the Texas
Ray Sefcik
6
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.
- 4n the
Hopkinsville will, the biggest fair on record eight o'clock. Mule rec%,
is
Meanwhile .the General Serv- Ray Szymanski
hits, all of them over the wall. Company that the company
6
1
Mayfield will be staged right here in Ful- afternoon.
7
1
Ivan Kuester was not to be com- able to furnish this area with the ices Administration has aliproved Ed Wilson
Thursday
Madisonville ton.
pletely outdone, so he had to slap necessary requirements of natur- a loan of $8,680 to the City of Gordon Roach
3
6
American Beauty Revue, -conCairo
July 26-29 are jam-paclied with
Fulton, Ky., as part of a $195,000 Manager, Travis Jackson
one over just to show the fans al gas.
Owensboro events. Starting on Wednesday sisting of chorus of six and Jaci
C. E. Hutchens, mayor of South project for a gas distribution sysBaton
that Big Ned wasn't the only one
Grear, Illinois State
The
nine players, excluding pitchers, have a batting average* with 'a horse show, which CharThursday that the tem for Fulton. The Fulton Counon the club who had a taste for Fulton said
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says
is
going
to
be
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Gregory
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Waldrop
was
almost
unaminous,
having
received
all votes with
Housing and Home Finance cil made the necessary applicathe fences.
one exception. If it had not been compulsory to select players from plenty star-studded the days will Roseta, girl acrobats; The WestAfter losing the initial game by Agency of the Government has tion on Thursday for the total each team, there are 'several players who would easily have made be filled with events for every ernairs, five musicians who also
amount of the advance loan to be the All-Star team this year.
a 5-2 margin, the baseball bigmember of the family: So numer- do comedy, singing and specialty
sent here to begin work on the
wigs made a sad looking sight
ous arethe events that the Mid- numbers; Ruth and Norma dance
The
voting
in
so
instances
was
very
close. There are several
engineering phases of the project.
out at the ball park Tuesday afteam and comedy number. Bill
players, recent arrive in the League, who would have received
Both cities plan to issue rev- good
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here in time.
enue producing
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cord crowd of 1203 fans Monday
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necessary amounts with which to
night. In the afternoon the mules
night, and were expecting a good
the
Jackson
Generals
at
Jackson,
Tenn., 8 P. M.
finance the project.
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will race again.
crowd for the Tuesday, July 4th
Renewals of drivers' licenses
In accepting the offer of the
Friday
'meets but there was old Fairfield for 1950-1951 are on sale at the
loan until the bonds can be isK Bar F Rodeo with bucking
looking just like the Obion river Circuit Court clerk's office.
The annual meeting of
the
sued, the GSA requires that the
Rural Electric horses, bucking cattle, trick ridbottom after a full week's downWest Kentucky
Clerk Justin Attebery pointed plan
\Vhen the Children
preparation for the distripour.
Cooperative ,will be
held in ers, trick ropers and everything.
out two important changes in the bution systems must be completAfter a conversation with one law, as follows: Kentucky
Graves county War
Memorial Miss Peaches Irmg an aceom-ol
mili•Ted within 180 days from the reof the Mayfield officials, they had tary extension • permits become
Mahe 'Ifs Smile Park at 10 o'clock Saturday plished rodeo performer will be
on hand to thrill the crowds.
agreed to rent the Mayfield park void on July 1, 1950. 9perators ceipt of the initial advance.
morning, July 8.
Five thousand dollars worth of
Natural gas for both communi- fireworks and
The mules will be there in the
and transfer the games to May- permits from the United States
Purpose of the
meeting each
General Dwight
field. Both Tuesday games u ere are good only while operating of- ties is part of a plan on behalf of D. Eisenhower were combined
year is to elect a ,board of direct- afternoon, again.
Children's
Editor
both
municipalities to
bring to give 47,000 sun - tanned
Saturday
to be started as a double header ficial vehicles in the course of
ors. In addition to the election of
Fulton County News
Rodeo at night, mules in the'
at Mayfield at 7 P. M. At game service. Military personnel most needed projects to this area.
the board
members, a general
youngsters the time of their lives Fulton, Kentucky
time, the crowd was a very puny have a regular state Motor vediscussion as to the policies of the day.
at the Boy Scout second national Dear Editor:
Sunday
cooperative will be held.
$80,000,000.00 Gasline jamboree.
one, but everyone was consoling hicle operator's license the same
Ken Bowlin, aged five years,
Rodeo at night, mules in the
A voting proxy has beet' mailed
themselves with the thought that, as a civilian, when operating any
That twin
attraction — sky- son of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
To Run Through
at least, we wouldn't be behind privately owned vehicle on the
rockets and General Ike — pro- Bowlin, 303 West State Line to each member in the district day.
Purchase Area
Noisy Day
those two games and Ise might highway. On and after July 1, the
voked a bigger ripple of excite- was eating breakfast recently. which entitles the holder to cast
And for free. Foley and Foley
break even on the financial end holder of a military
throughout the encamp- His mother told him to drink one - ballot for each member of
The ,Jackson Purchase will be ment
extension
balance
of the trip.
can surrender this and obtain an bisected by an $80,000,000 natural ment than any event since Presi- his orange juice and he prompt- the board or on any subject under a balancing act that can
anything and everywhere. And
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vote
t
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1n-the side is our neighbors, the 18 years of age must have the 24-inch line will follow a course tion was concerned bernuse the
The characters are as follows:
Kentucky investors will get 10,000 homes ot farms in
Union City ....Greyhounds, .who father or legal guardian sign that running two miles west of Moe- Filipinos' • homeland lies across
this June Talbot (homely heroine),
have beaten the Railroaders to he assumes responsibility under cow, Fulton county; a mile and the international dateline. Their first chance to buy 30,000 shares area. We are striving to com- Henry Bethel; Jude Talbot (Sherprogram i'ff of Resless Co. June's father),
the tune of six out of eight. Next the operator's license law, Atte- a half east of Arlington, Carlisle Independence Day was yester- of Kentucky Utilities Company plete our construction
county; three miles east of Bard- day'.
this year. Electric service
in line is the Mayfield Clothieri bery added.
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per
cent
preferred
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and Mischievous).
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amount of applications that have Palmer Downey, Matt Bascom (A
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to
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President Truman,
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notoperation
some
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and
dry
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registration
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Parisian
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Gerald Bushart, son of
and this is your of ceremonies. Doors will open at
eleven starts. With a little hustle
The plant is located at 220 all points.
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with
agreement
an
Fourth
Maxinto
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and
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entered
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is
Mrs.
ture development of your
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Sea
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1. That the stock be sold solely
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race by one-half game margin. will be served.
Common- Wheat Acreage Curbs
There
it
will
connect with lines The other day when the camp to residents of--the
Second place finds Fulton, Hopleading to Detroit and Chicago. bugler sounded the call to get up wealth of Ky.; and (2) at the price Will Be In Effect in 1951
Box seats---tbe the West Ken_
kinsville and Owensboro in
a Ladies Send Gifts To
Farms on which no wheat was
A branch line will be laid to the boys rolled over and Went of 2102.50 per share plus accrued
three way tie with Mayfield in Veterans At Outwead
tucky-Tennemee
seeded
Fair- and Horse
for
harvest
in
any
of
the
dividends.
supply
Metropolis,
Ill.,
but
so
far
sleep.
back to
fifth place but only one game beThe company favors the plan, years, 1948, 4949, or 1950, may Show to berjield in -Fulton from
Bailey Binford;,son of Mr. and
.
° ,here are no plans to serve other
hind Jackson. This is one of the
A Fourth of July gift to tn
pointed out, "Because apply for a 1951 wheat acreage July 26-29 are now on sale, Fowl
tightest races in Kitty league his- veterans in the hospi, at Out. towns of this area immediately, Mrs. Bob Binford.went over with Mr. Watt
we shall be glad to have our pre- allotment, according to Chas. E. Homra, secretary of the fair asan enticing message and said:
tory and if this race should con- wood, Ky., left Fulton this week Mr. Bayer said.
The line would make service ITCTet up fellows, President ferred stock held more widely by Wright, Chairman Fulton Coun- sociation announced today.
tinue In it's present breath-taking from the ladies in the American
friend,s ty PMA Committee. To be con- -'A--special -bargain is being ofcustomers and
To our
by the company available to large Truman is coming -today."
tempo, brother, anything could Legion, Auxiliary.
throughout the state, who already sidered for an
allotment on a fered by fair officials for family
happen, but one thing you Can
The local unit's rehabilitation industrial users along the route, which, Gerald sleepily replied,
own 52.63 per cent of the shares new farm the farmer must apply admissions to the grotinds. The
'Shucks I wanna sleep.'
remember, the attendance should committee is con*sed of Mrs. he said.
A natural gas line laid by TexAnd nearly everybody in Ful- of. preferred stock now outstand- in writing to his coanty PMA bargain admits two adults and all
reach an all-time high.
Earle Taylor, Sr., and Mrs. Carey
Committee by July 14, 1950.
children under *years old to the
ing."
Company ton is Democratic, too.
The fans like to see a good hot Frields who prepared the gaily as Gas Transmission
This application must contain fair every day.
runs through the Purchase. Paball game and with six
good wrapped packages.
Mrs. Jennie Pully spent a few evidence that the land for which
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to
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Fulton, South Fulton Ready
For Natural Gas in/ 1951

Fair Officials All Smiles
Four Days' Events Planned
A

DRIVER'S PERMITS
ARE NOW ON SALE

WEST KENTUCKY
REA'S TO MEET

FULTON SCOUTS
SEE.GEN. 'IKE'

KU STOCK ISSUE

Womenfolk Come in For Share of Little-Known Tales

•
"Nt" it was an admission that he was still
beating her.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Otitt.e Itt)x 485
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E.PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors ana Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Prem Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There is .. . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy/ like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
eause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, JULY 7, 1950

Fighting For What?
Already the newspapers are listing the
names of American casualties in the Korean
War. If the ccmflict continues for very long,
soon our friends and neighbors will begin receiving telegrams from the Department of Defense stating "the Secretary of War regrets
to inform you that yiSur son was killed in action .. . ."
During World War II the telegram went on
to say that the soldier gave his life in defense
of his country for the principles of freedom.
etc., etc., etc.
What will they say this time? What are
the soldiers to preserve?
Whose war is he
fighting?
If we had our say we would translate
those telegrams in a manner that would tel
the Whole truth. The truth would be that:
-The Secretary of War regrets to inform
you that your son was killed in action as a result of bungling in the United States' foreign
policy. For the third time in a generation our
sons are being called to fight a war because
Americans believe in
dealing with vicious
beasts as they would a house pet. .
"While Russia has been baiting the rest
of the world toward a third World" War with
insidious threats in a cold war, the American
Nation has fought back with words, briefs
and denunciations to no avail.
"The KOrean War, Russian-incited, Russian controlled, and
Russian
planned is
further indication that the Soviets mean to
rule a Communist-controlled world.
"While American air, sea and land troops
are being sent to Korea, so-called American
statesmen continue to cover up and pussyfoot around the fact that more than a halfmillion Communists are working actively in.
the United States with the view toward overthrowing this Government.
'If we live long
enough, we hope to
elmininate this business of loyalty tests and
make it a child's task to ..;et important information to our enemies. Not that its bn so
difficult in the past.
"Indeed, history repeats itself. Up until
the eve of Pearl Harbor we gave Japan scrap
metal with which to arm her country. For all
we know, perhaps the United States is still on
a Lend-Lease arrangement with Russia.
"In closing we again offer our sincere regrets in the loss of your son. He no doubt was
killed with a weapon invented by the United
States and sold to Russia, or perhaps shot
down by a plane flown by a Russian and armed with an American made gun."
Yes, that's the way we'd word that wire.
But let us remind you and ourselves, that the
bright boys in the publicity department of the
USA are going to have a mighty hard time
selling another war to this country ... so soon.

Poor Food --- Death A release from the Division of Publicity,
Commonwealth of Kentucky brought a feeling
.of genuine disgust to our mind. The release
said that -there have been improvements in
'varying degrees in every phase of the Department of Welfare during the past year—
the most outstanding being in the hospital
program."
Dr. A. M. Lyon, Commissioner of Welfare
declared that benefits from the 1949 supplemental appropriation of $750,000 for the mental hospitals
were still
being felt. This
• appropriation enabled the employment .of
additional help, placed attendants on an eight.
hour day, instead of twelve hours, provided
-a better diet and in the opinion of Dr. Lyon,
contributed to a decrease in the death rate in
the hospitals.
There were ninety-two deaths at Central
State Hospital, Lakeland, from April 1 to
December 1, 1949, Dr. Lyon observed, while
for the same period the year before the figure was 126.
"This significant change is due to better
fond, 'better roethods Of treatment—in other
wor.y. ust better care." added Dr. Lyon.
Its like the old story of the man before
the julge when asked if he had stopped beating his wife. If he answered "Yes" it indicated
_that he had been beating her. If he answered

Its a heck of a note to send out a release
saying that better lood was being served at
toe hospital and that the death rate was decreasing. To say that the food is better is certainly an admission that it was mighty poor
at one time.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

we have .been viewed (and he
makes a moderately fair case for
our
this argument, too) that
world has been viewed for a couple of hundred years by visitors
from some other place.
It should be _pointed out that
Donald Keyhoe has a fairly good
reputation as a
reporter.
It
should also be noted that he is a
graduate of
the U. S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis, an active
wartime
pilot in the
Marine
Corps, and former chief of information for the
Aeronautics
branch of our own Department of
Commerce,
In his book "Flying Saucers
Are Real", Keyhoe mentions that
U. S. scientists are talking about
space exploration within half a
century. And he believes the observations of some trained and
skilled persons—Airforce pilots,
airlines pilots, FBI agents, weather-station
personnel, military
crews and a good many others
wbo have seen the objects.
Keyhoe makes two other good
points. He does not think that our

by McNally'

There must be an element of truth in the
oft-repeated statement that the State Mental
example of what can
Hospital is a glaring
happen when politics attempt to administer
medical care.
Dr. Lyon pointed out, too, that deaths at
'the same hospital fell from 388 in 1942 to 195
in 1949, and the average age of the deceased
rose from 48 to 65, in that period—which he
attributed to "better food, better treatment
methods."
Imagine admitting that patients at tile
hospital are living longer because stupid politicians are realizing at long last that it takes
good food and good treatment to cure illness.
May God take under a special wing those
poor unfortunates who died because of the
lack of food ad treatment at the State mental
hospital. And may He further deliver
us
from the stupidity of our law-makers who
dare to inflict upon us a Governnient-controlled medical program.

ROCK SPRINGS

"I didn't expect you to take me quite so literally when
1 asked you to get rid of that salesman!"
— -

Farmers Fight War
Even the most pessimistic businessman
is agreeinirthat 1950 is still a boom year. Despite cloudy
predictions earlier, the nndcentury year is shaping up for a bright and
cherry ending. This is true so far as labor and
industry goes.
What about farming? .
Heavy black clouds are still framing the
farm picture.
Farm prices are down.
In the first four months of 1958 farm inName was A per cent below the same period
last-year. Land prices are down. Agricultural
exports are off.
Farmers,
seemingly, are
victims of,
psych logical warfare waged between governtient
d the farm economy. Present farm
3rogra s are being shot at by
political
ahiloso hers. Agriculture is suffering from
:he sting of public criticism. The man-on-thestreet still is blaming high prices on farmers,
who are supposedly getting rich, and on the
mounting surpluses of agricultural products.
Fa-rmers, as a result, are in a state of unrest and confusion. Their farm program, on
which their .scale of prosperity so dearly depends, has become a political football.
How long can this situation last?
How
long can agriculture gtay out of step with the
rest of the economy?
The answer, in our opinion, will depend
on farmers and their farm
organizatMns.Aggreesive action is necessary. A sound, politically-free, bipartisan program must be retained.
Farmers must dynamically take their
stand against public opinion that is based on
falsehoods, half truths, and general misinformation.
To win a cold war—like any war—takes
ammunition, personnel, material, and organization.—Farm Bureau News.

Press and Socialism
The Industrial News Review recently sent
a questionaire to the country daily and weekly newspapers of the
United States asking
their views on socialism, capitalism, a Federal welfare state, compulsory Federal health
insurance, Federal power projects and related
questions.
•
The 1362 replies showed virtually unanimous opposition to the socialistic philosophy.
Hundreds of editors ran the questionnaire in
their papers for their readers to answer and
received some remarkable returns.
An outstanding example was the Milford,
Delaware, Chronicle. Out of a total circulation
of 8135 for the issue containing the questionnaire, it received answers in the mail to a
grand total of 2109. That was an outstanding
return when the trouble of filling Out and
mailing is considered. Reader opposition to
socialistic
proposals and policies was overwhelming.
Editor Townsend of the Chronicle said "it
shows that our people are vitally alive to this
question—the 'grass roots' boys are thinking
as well as the newspaper editors and publishers."
The people must register opposition to
socialistic schemes offered to them by politicians under camouflaged titles, or they will
be saddled on them before they know it.
The human race contains individuals, entirely worthless except for a nuisance value.
They attract slight attention by throwing mud
at better men. This pleases their ego. All they
want is a little attention.

government, or any other for
that matter, would run the risk
of having its secret known
by
promiscuously flying discs over
the world. One might get out of
control at any time, if they are
managed by remote mechanism,
else—a foreign
then somebody
nation—would crack our secret.
So, Keyhoe doesn't think it's that.
Nor does he believe that Captain Thomas Mantell would have
flown to his death from Godman
Field at Fort Knox in pursuit of
one of these objects if it was an
Airforce
development. Mantell
would have been stopped before
he chased the huge saucer which
was seen on January 7, 1548 at
Madisonville
and
Lexington,
which was, pursued by Mantell
and two other
Godman pilots;
and which led Mantell to
his
death.
Well, if we continue to have as
many unexplainable saucer sightings as we have had up to now, it
is inevitable that only a short
time will pass before we know
for sure what they are.
Now it's fun to guess.

July 10, 1925:
I. C. President C. H. Markham
and several members of his staff
were in Fulton this week . . . .
Johnny Miles. storekeeper at the
roundhouse, has been transferred
to Memphis . . . Fred Wade, clerk
at the Freight house, has been
s Mr. and Mrs.
sick several days...
T. K. AIVilliams are visiting relatives here while he is on vacation.
building, recently
The Cohn
completed on Walnut Street, is
the new business location of the
Holloway- Motor Company, dealers for the Star Car.
Johnnie Owen entertained 16
boys and girls with a lawn party
it the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. J. Owen on West
State Line. The spacious lawn
was lighted
with Jack-O-Lanterns.
Henry Ford is now the country's first billionaire. Starting 22
years ago Ivith $22,000 capital,
his business is now doing $853,000,000 yearly . . . selling cars
at the rate of 250 an hour, 24
hours a day, 360
days a year.
Who says a•fellow can't get anywhere in this country, anymore?
The season's greatest event;
prices torn to shreds: Kasnow's
6th Anniversary sale begins July
10th.
Fulton's
famous
"Marryin'
Squire", S. A. McDade, who has
made more than 2000 hears beat
faster, united 6 couples this past
week. Among them were Oscar
Thompson of Fulton Route 1 and
Ethel Lecorum of Fulton Route
2; Thomas Moss and Louise Byars of McConnell.

I ily Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Nettie Lee.Copelen
son were Wednesday night supMrs. Thelma Dillon and girls per guests Of Elmoore Copelen
spent Thursday with
Marshall and family.
and Johnnie Moore.
Mrs. Ella Veatch, Mrs. ElizaMr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates and beth Elliott and
Mrs. Willena
Martha Kay Copelen spent Sat- Veatch visited Mrs. Colen Brown
urday night and Sunday
with Thursday afternopn.
Pressie Moore and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd were
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jarrett and Sunday
afternoon visitors of
- Mrs. Lewis Tibbs of Memphis Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and
visited Luther Veatch and fam- family.

county missionary, Rev. Thomas
A. Adams.
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bridge gi
Boyd and
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in Martin.
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to sixty I

Keep your
Pay all t
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our easy.
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COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - LAMPS

Mrs. Adeebah Homra, 35, died
hospital
July 1 in a Memphis
operation. She
following
an
leaves six childrkn.
Harris H. Brooks, 98, died Friday at the home of his daughter.
Mrs. Lon Beuce, on Route five.
July 11, 1930:
The Lodgeston Homemakers Club
will prepare and serve a chicken
supper tonight at the Chamber
of Commerce. Officers of the
Lodgeston club include Mrs. M
Milner, President; Mrs. H. P
Roberts, vice-president, Mrs. Sadie Jackson, secretary, and Mrs
Coston Sams, program conductor

LOVELY
GIVEN I
AT MAR

*

*

*

BARGAIN PRICES
COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION
''Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

Fulton

John T. Walker, 84, chairman
of the Board of Directors of the
Third
National Bank of Union
City, was found dead in his bed
Monday. He had been prominent
in Union City affairs since 1870

•12gA!

Mrs. Rachel Tyler, 75, passed
away at the home of her son. •T
K. Tyler at 202 West Street.
Contractor Will Gayle has IN
finished
the
pretty
6-room
bungalow of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Owen on Second Street, and thcouple is making ready to movt
in.
Five thousand people attended
a July 4th celebration at Columbus, Kentucky sponsored by the
Columbus 7 Belmont Battlefield
park Ass'n. Governor Flem D.
Sampson was among the speakers.
Work of remodeling the Scates
home on Carr Street, recently
purchased by Dr. C. W. Curlin
for a hospital, has been started.

Following
clearing of the
church debt of nearly $2000, dediMr. . nd Mrs. 0. C. Wolberton
catory exercises were held at the announce the marriage of their
Water Valley
Baptist Church daughter, Ella
Marie to
Mr.
Sunday. Addresses were made by Richard Satterfield of HopkinsHon. M. B. Holifield and
ville
on July 5th. They will reHon.
J. E. Warren of Mayfield, and the side near Murray.

own
mud< co.
c,t0.16A•
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED

in I
the I
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!bat'
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era's plenty o pep
And a barrel of wealth
In every swallow
Of dairy food health.

pro
1.01

PURE MILK co.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 813J

nick Oberlin:

OlAWilaed Okie4ualio#1.4
Flying saucers — flying'discs—
whatever you choose to call them,
We
are, of course, impossible.
know they just cannot be. But
the unhappy fact is that they
have been photographed.
There are two or three excellent still
photos on record and
WHAS-TV is in possession of a
short section of newsreel film of
something — we don't know for
sure what it is, but something in
the sky that could or could not
be a so-called flying disc. Cameras don't lie.
" There is a good bit of written
matter on this business of saucers. A good many people
are
quoting a little article by one
Henrf J. Taylor, a radio commentator, which appears in the June
"Reader's Digest." They seem
willing to take Mr. Taylor's word
for it, without knowing just who
Mr. Taylor is, and whether he
can speak with any
authority,
that these flying saucers are a
development of the United States
Military forces.
Recently there was placed on
my desk by Fawcett Publications
a little book by a Mr. Donald
. Keyhoe. I'm rather inclined to
take Mr. Keyhoe's word for the
facts. He says our Airforce knows
more thaiga anybody else about

the saucers, but only because the
Airforce has made an intensive
study of every report of
the
sighting of a
saucer in recent
years.
And, Mr. Keyhoe says, the Airforce still dosen't know what the
things are.
Henry Taylor, in "Reader's Digest", states
flatly that these
discs or saucers are a development of the Airforce. But he just
as flatly fails to qualify his statement in any way.
We have only Mr.
Taylor's
word for it—and it is doubtful
if he was given special access to
any records or information by the
Armed Forces which would not
have been made available
to
other Washington newsmen.
On the other hand, Mr. Keyhoe in his little book makes a
very careful analysis of every report available, and an exhaustive
report on the more interesting
ones before he comes to any conclusions.
Then, after he
states all the
facts known about some of these,
he arrives at his own conclusions
You may take these conclusion
or leave them alone. But, Mr.
Keyhoe says the saucers are space
ships, that they are interplanetary
flying objects of some sort, that
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. ... a lift from your labors! Washdays are
drudge days - - - let us change them to
leisure days. It's efficient and it's economical.
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Elizabeth Witty, Editor

summer
In a series of lovely
parties given by various ladies of
Fulton. was the lovely dessert
bridge given by Mrs.
Wilmon
Boyd and Mrs. Don Hill Thursday afternoon at tne Strata Club
in Martin.
A delicious dessert was served
to sixty guests
seated at long
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I. Mrs. John Covington and chilMrs. O'Ramus Chadwick and
' dren have returned from a visit Ism, Lynn
of Ft. Thoinas, Ky.,
with relatives in Halls, Tenn.
were weekeng guests
of
he
1.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Underwood brother, Dr. William H. Sewell
, and son, Gerald, and Mr. and Pncl Mrs. Sewell on Third stre,.:
Mrs. Eugene Armbruster were I.ynn remained
for a longer visi.
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. Elmo Armbruster in PaduSteele
Wyatt of Marshall, Mo., are the
cah.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Mrs. John
Boaz of Memphis
spent the
weekend
with her Pigueton Fourth Street.
mother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox on
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Bonekernpe
Cedar Street. ,
and son of Decatur, Ill., are the
parents, Mr. and
Miss Carolyn Duley of Lexing- guests of her
Third
ton, Ky., is visiting her parents, Mrs. Trevor Whayne on
Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley
on
Mr. and MA. Herbert Gunter
Pearl Street.
of Elbridge, Tenn., were Sunday
Mrs. Harry Plott spent
the guests of his sister, Mrs. George
weekend with her father, T. M. Moore and family in Highlands.
Exum and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Pettus Kincannon
Miss Gertrude Murphy of Chi- have returned to their home
in
cago is the guest of her sister, Fort Smith, Ark., after
several
Mrs. J. D. White on • Eddings days visit with
Mr. and Mrs.
Street.
George Moore.

HOME NEWS

Phone 926
LOVELY DESSERT BRIDGE
GIVEN THURS. AFTERNOON
AT MARTIN STRATA CLUB

day for a visit with relgives in
Humboldt and Nashville, Tenn. '

By d'Alessio

tables, centered with gift bou- ,
quests of colorful summer flowers.
Coca-Colas were served during
the games.
At the
close of the 'bridge
games Mrs. Martin Nall received
high score prize, Mrs.
Hunter
Whitesell, second high, Mrs. H.
0. Copeland, low and Mrs. Murray
McConnell of Little Rock,
Ark., won the .door prize. Mrs. I
William
Hill won the
bridgw!
bingo:

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

RADIO
Repairing
If your "FM"-set isn't wort ing right, 1 can fix it for ye :
now.
.
* *
I have a complete line of ha
teves for portable sets. G
yo-r .:
- ew ones in time for th
fishinc trip, picnic base',
broadcist or weel•cnd trip.

Guests were: Mesdames Nall,
Whitesell, Copeland, Murray, McFREE pick-up and deliver,
(
.._BoRRow on/RS-SETS Connell, Hill, Leon Browder, Bob
anyvvi•cre in the immedial.
IYHifTEYER THEY RR&
Fulton vicinity.
White Clyde Williams Sr., 3. C.
MrS. Fred liornra and children
5,9Z gRY, Ft/RN/TORE
Scruggs, Jack Edwards. J.
have
E.
returned
Accurat
from
a
e.
visit with
..
CY2 ON Y01//2 CA/2.
Campbell, Henry Ford of Bowrelatives in Steele, Mo.
WORKMANSHIP
ling Green, Ky., Rober't Burrow,
; Miss Katherine Covington has
"After working as a doorman all day, my husband likes
4t Lou. Cost
Keep your credit good!
L. 0. Carter, R. A. Fowlkei, JQO
returned to her home in Memphis I Watches,
something different for a change."
Clocks a n d Time
Hall, J. M. Luther, Robert • Gra' after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.!
Pay all those annoyPiece.
;of All Kinds Accurately
ham, Rupert Stilley, C. L. MadJohn Covington on Second Street.
ing bills with one of
Repaired at Low Cost by—
dox, A. B. Roberts, F. M. Gos- MRS. BAI.DRIDGE
honoree, Mesdames Hogg, J. L.
our easy - to -arrange,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Driskell and!
M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
sum, Sr., Mel
Simons, Frank ENTERTAINS
ANDREWS
Jones, Jr., Clyde Hill, Clyde Will- Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
low-cost loans.
Brady, Virgil
Campbell
eaone 455
Davis,
Dudley BRIDGE CLUB
Fulton
Jewelry
Compan
y
visited
relatives
iams,
Jr. }larks Weaks, Randall
in Clinton, Ky.,
Meacham,. James Warren, MaxMrs.
Sunday.
A.
G.
Baldridge
was host- Burcham, Peter Trinca J. T. Poe,
well McDade, Ward
Bushart,
mars
Harry Bushart,
Jasper Vowell, ess to the members of her Satur- Vyron
Mitchell, Ira Kane and
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Hitchcock
Charles Thomas of Union
City, day night bridge club and one
and daughter, Dee Ann, who have
WONDE
RFUL
Atkins.
Jean
Miss
NEWS FOR
Charles
Cannon,
Clyde Hill, guest, Mrs. Vester Freeman Fribeen living in Karnak, Ill., but
Grady Varden, Bob
Binford, day evening at her
are now making their home in
home on
Bertes Pigue, J. L.
Jones, Jr., Fotftth Street.
Paducah were weekend visitors
Arch fluddleston, Jr., Mansfield
A delicious covered dish supof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. RobMartin, Hugh
Pigue, Charles per was served on the beautiful
ert Graham.
returned
Miss
Ann
Linton
has
Payne, Charles Rice, Clint Reeds, back lawn. Mrs. Clyde Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Witty
Paul Boyd, Fred Gibson V. L. Jr., and daughter, Ann, were sup- from a week visit with Mrs. Harry Plott in Centralia, Ill.
have returned to their home in
Freeman, It. C. Pickering,
Joe per guests.
Birmingham, Ala., after a two
I3ennett, Jr., Ann Whilnel, Smith
Following the supper games of
That conventional type truss. Get
Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Phillips and
lance Atkins, Steve Wiley V. J. Voegeli, contract were enpoyed
weeks
vacation with mothers,
with Mrs. son, Tommy, are
spending this ' Mrs.
I
out of that harness of leather,
Effie
Frank
Witty and Mrs. B. J.
Beadles, Ward McClellan, l Elizabeth Payne winning
high week with relatives in Unionville,
0/IMAM& I.
elastic, strans, belts and torture de• 'ces.
Williams.
Williams, score prize at the conclusion fo Mo.
311 WeiAlat Stieft
Moe, 1232 R. C. Joyner, Clyde
Jr., E. L. Cooke and Warren Gra- ticb games. Mrs. Freeman
was
"Firitoe's FRIENDLY Lc... Service"
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Willingham
IT'S HERE
ham.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Keiser and
given a guest prize.
were weekend guests of his parThe Sensational New Invention
family
are
the
guests
of
his ents,
Members
playing were: MesMr.
and Mrs. T. T. Boaz on
William J.
Keiser in
dames Payne, M. C. Nall, J. C. father,
Eddings Street.
Scruggs, Joe Bennett, Jr.,.Wilmon Levensworth, Kansas.
Boyd, Guy Gingles. Hugh Pigue
APPROVED BY DOCTORS, acclaimed by actual wearers
Paris Campbell of Cadiz, Ky.,
as
and the hostess.
Makes
the world's greatest discovery for rupture before
spent the weekend with his mothor after opyour
er,
work
Mrs.
eration.
Sam Campbell on EddDouble your pleasure
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
ings Street.
COMPLIMENTED WITH
Lasts Indefinitely—Always Clean—No Odors
BARBECUE SUPPER
at half the cost!
Mrs. Henry Barnett of Dallas, /19
1'.::
17 r
SPECIAL — Free Demonstration
Texas is the guest of her sit
; Nairn
Mr. and Mrs. Moore
Joyner Mrs. Charlotte Smith and
FACTORY TECHNICIAN WILL BE HERE
ANNUAL
and Mr. and Mrs. George Moore uncle,
J. E.
Melton on
Arch
IRONER
were hosts to a barbecue supper Street.
51119.9 —
Sunday night in honor of their
low weemely
house guests, Mr. and Mrs. Pet- Otha Linton has returned from
tyrs
Kincannon of Fort Smith, Camp Pakentuck.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Ark.
Miss
Eugenia
Harris
left
MonMain St.
217
Phone 201
A delicious
barbecue supper
was served buffet style from the
pretty appointed
dining table
centered with an arrangement of
summer flowers.
The guest list included: Mr.
Woodspice or Lilac COLOGNE
and Mrs.
Kincannon, Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Clement, Mrs.
Pat
Hagen and daughter, Mary Margaret, Mr. and Mrs. Bill McNeil
Yes, there's double pleasure for you
and daughter, Susy all of Union
City, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Guntin Dorothy Perkins Cologne—either
er of Elbridge, Tenn.
the luscious Lilac or the tingling WoodMRS. SEWELL
spice. First, their refreshing coolness
HONORS GUEST
invigoratin
thoroughly
And
g.
that's so
WITH BRIDGE
second, their luxurious fragrance, to
Mrs. William H. Sewell enterdelight your senses. All this, 01 ball
tained Saturday afternoon with
menting her sister-in-law, Mrs.
price, nowl
a levely dessert bridge compliO'Ramus Chadwick of Ft. ThomFor Limited Time
as, Ky.
Attractive bonquets of summer
flowers added a colorful note to
the
house.
regularly $1.00
Upon arrival of the guests a
delicious
dessert was served.
Three tables of
guests enjoyed
games
of
contract
during
the
ilea.); lati.Jk,ie.
afternoon. Miss Jean Atkins was
rj3-44=Z;T
--"elltiagr272
"
high scorer for the afternoon and
Mrs. Bill Hogg second high. The
honoree was presented au lovely
guest gift.
The guest list
included:' the
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Which Mrs. Flynn Has the Home Ventilating Fans?

A welcome host

M

to workers...

eet the two Mrs. Flynns. They're not
twins. They're not even related. Maybe

distantly. But they have identical homes. Each
has a husband, George and John, respectively.
And each has two children, readiog from left
to right: Junior and Joan; Junior and Peggy.

In offices and shops refresh
at the familiar red cooler

HOW YOU CAN USE VENTILATING FANS
Grease, odors, steam, and heat
leave your kitchen quickly when you
have a kitchen exhaust fan on the
job . .. a permanent fixture in your.

their home-coming husbands. Each has been

kitchen. The double-duty kitchen fan
(center, below) can be snapped to
the window panel, or detached and

cooking dinner for these husbands who have

used as a portable fan anywhere in

been hard at work all day earning a living.

your home.

They've just come out to the gate to meet

One Mrs. Flynn has a kitchen exhaust fan

(right, below) will give the small
home or apartment dweller the satisfaction and quiet operation of an
attic fan. Mounted on wheels, and
weighing only 35 pounds, it can be
Incised any place in the home.
Like electrical appliances anywhere in the home, fans cost little to
operate, return big dividends in

This new Is-inch portable fan

summer comfort.

that whisks the steamy heated air out of the
kitchen before it can get away from the stove.
She leaves the basement door open and draws
into the kitchen the cooled basement air. She

Work
Refreshed

also has a large portable fan which can be
moved from room to room to get rid of heat
both before and after sundown.

Albfor it tither way...both
eiwit-warks mean Mr same thing.
11101T1ED UNDER

Which Mrs. Flynn has the fans?

AUTHORITY OF THE COCA•COLA

COMPANY

BY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
01930,The Coco-Cole Cavemen,

•

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
ti C
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visiting his parents, Mr. an:.. Mrs. F. Wilkerso
Wilkerson, little I
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Rev.
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Wilkerso
N. F.
! Chicago is visiting
July 1 in Corinth, Miss.,
L
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MISS BARBARA COLLEY
with
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ARRIVALS
-1Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark of Ful- few
Maxim officiating.
ire BE MARRIED SOON
of Rhodes.
parStow
,
Doc
Coleman
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
and
ton
Mr.
ADAMS
TO ('ONNIE W.
the bride, were the only
Mayfield.
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ALICE LORA/NE COLEMAN
Mrs. Ruth Scott and Caughter,
AND EDWARD RUSHTON ARE
from a:
Peggy, have returned
WED JULY I IN CORINTH
buqiness trip to Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. J_ W. Coleman of ,I Mrs. Ray Driskill and
J. C.'
Fulton have announced the mar- , Wiggins spent
in
Wednesday
•
daughter, Alice Nashville buying fall merchan
riage of their
Loraine, to Edward Leon Rushfrr the National Store.
ton, son cif Mr. and Mrs. A. K
M'. and Mrs. David Holloway
Rushton of Route 1, Fulton_
lef,. Wednesday for Milwaukee to
as s---le pized , visit relatives.
The wedding wm
Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel and
, son, David. have returned from
a week's visit in Memphis.
Rev. E. Rueb is improving after a week's illness at his home
, on Second Street.
j Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Weeks and
Mrs. Herbert Carr have returned
from a vacation trip to Rightsful
Beach, Wilmington, N. C.
I Mrs. Jessie Harris and Mrs. J.'
C. Yates spent Friday in Union

inak
F.N A DOTTY BUDGET ACCOUNTEll

Our Regular $2.98 "Banner Girl"
Fine Imported Batiste Shadow-Panel

l

LIPS

Full length, is hite only,
beautiful eyelet trim top
and bottom. A guaranteed
value. Sizes 32 to 40.

A Summer must at a uorthwhile saving! '

Town Topics

$233
I rolav

Thurschy,
SAturday Only!

SEE OUR FUN-DAYS
SPORTSWEAR!

g

INC.

'Swim Suits
T-shirts
Blue Jeans

" Shorts
" Blouses
• 'Circle
Skirts

in FULTON

s
'
NEMEMED°TrY

WEEK-END SPECIAL

U are invited!

tru
nd
aroumole
_GAS or
'0110r

need
100% oil-proof

EOPRENE
OLES..wi
by
CAT'S
PAW
Titre's the Sole you've waited
or!CarsPaw NROPRZWZ Will
not slip ar swell in gasoline,
[Tease ar ad. Nat only that—
Cat's Paw Nwarzasat OWLwears anythiWg yearvw sow
worn! Brim pow veal& show
in today- ate far Cat's Paw
Nauruan Osl-Prosi SAM

FAIR WARNING

FORRESTER'S
SHOE SHOP
Fatten

264 Main Street

Miss Betty Boyd Bennett has1
to Memphis after a short visit i
with her mother. Mrs. Boyd Bennett on Park Avenue.
Cairo
Bruce
Henderson of
spent the weekend with his family, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Renderson east of town.
Mrs. Joe Albritten of Lafayette,
Indiana, Mrs. I. N. Hunt and
W.
daughter, Alicia, Mrs. W.
Cook
Roach of
Paducah, Joe
Myers of
Glenn
Roach and
to
Philadelphia have returned
with1
their homes after a visit
other 1
Mrs. J. 0. Anderson and
relatives.
Mrs. Willie Nix Albritten has1
returned to her home in Paducah1
W.
after a visit with Mrs. J.
Gordon and Mrs. D. C. Ligon on
Fourth Street
Mrs. Lee
John
Yates. Mrs.
Brooks, Mrs. IL W. Hurt, Miss
Clemmie Cox and Acton Cox of
Mayfield were Sunday guests of
Mrs_ J. C. Yates on Park Avenue.
G. J. McDade underwent an
operation at the Fulton Hospital
Wednesday.
IL C. Pickering spent Wednesday in Memphis on business.

Radio Moscow (on record in
the Library of Congress): "Growing
armament
expenses will
bring about the final ruin of the
American taxpayer."

TUESDAY, JULY 11
We Are Going To Have

OPEN HOUSE
1:00 A. ht- to 5:00 P. M.
during
We will consider it an honor to have you visit us
and bring
the day. If you live outside Fulton, make up a party
your friends. All will be welcome.
laundry
We want to show you some of the most modern
equipment in
equipment, cleaning equipment, and checking
.... equipment on which we have spent thousands
the industry.

We want to . show you a brand-new,
marvelous machine that checks-in every
single piece of laundry in your bundle
and, after the laundering is completed,
checks each piece Out. If the pieces are all
there, a bell rings and the bundle is wrapped. If something is missing, the bell fails
to ring and the checker quickly locates the
missing piece or pieces. With this new
equipment it is almost impossible for us
to have "shortages" in laundry bundles.

We want to show you our new, giant
Cascade Washer . . . . our automaticallycontrolled Water Extractor .... our new,
automatic Cleaning Unit . . . . our automatic, hot-air or cold-air tumblers in the
dry-cleaning department.

Have you ever seen a shirt finished?
We want to show you our new, ultra-modern 4-girl Shirt Unit, an extremely efficient and capable unit which finishes a
man's dress shirt to perfection .... and
neatly wraps it in the pressed, compact
shape in which it is delivered to you every
week.

of dollars during the last year or two.
••••

TODAY THRU SATURDAY
BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

the
Let us show you something of the ease, the speed,
the modern
accuracy and the painstaking care with which
laundry and dry cleaning industry is equipped.

PLUS — CARTOON, COMEDY

FREE COLD DRINKS will be served.

—CO-HIT-

BILL W1LUAMS
ANN RUTHERFORD
TOM BROWN

*`•
Come visit our modern plant on Tuesday .... you will then see that we have left
no stone unturned in our effort to provide
Fulton and its trade area-with the most
modern laundry and cleaning methods on
• the market.

0,05aareele:

XTRA — XTRA — XTRA
SATURDAY NIGHT 11:00
LATE SHOW

t

'GIVE OUT_ SISTERS'
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PARISIAN
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANERS
220 EAST FOURTH STREET, FULTON
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Mr. and Mrs. Scott Ross and apothef church the same day. ducah.
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!Son, Eddie, of. Gleason, Tenn., The mothers had on a program.
The Bards
enjoyed a picnic!
!spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Rev. 0. W. Webster
preached supper the Fourth at the home
walking gown the hill toward in!
I Hal Kizer and son, Hal, Jr.
for them. His text was fifth chap- of,Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Bard portant thing was-to impress
1 Rev. and Mrs. Bryan Bishop ter of .Matthews; subject, What honoring Jackie Bard, who is my older sister's beaus. It was house * knew that now was !in,
and family were Sunday dinner kind of light am I. He had four leaving soon to enter school in with this intention in mind ono chance • IMPRESS Joe-So-.
guests of Mr: and Mrs. Frank lights in view and he explained Memphis. Those attending were: day that I met my Waterloo. And 1 go tring from stone to '•!
and gaily calling out to them,
them all. I wish you could have Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard, Mrs. A.
Stroud.
I do mean WATER - - loo.
Odell Puckett
"I'm a lit'le "Merry-maid" (M
! Miss Odell Puckett spent the heard him explain them lights. M.. Browder,.Mr. and Mrs. Louie • I had come home from school
maid). At exactly this moment I
! weekend in Paducah with Miss It is just as easy to do the right Bard,. Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Bard, and re-dressed in a very favorite
missed the next stone and k eras it is to do wrong. So I've de- "dr. and Mrs. John E. Bard and
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Burroughsi nesday night with Mr. and Mrs. I Bula Mae Cooley.
with organdy sash and all flop-I went-down
the
into
cided to serve the Lord tke bal- Sydney, Mr. and Mrs? Hampton dress
because I knew that Joe Hall black mud and water. What hapI Mrs. Etta Colley spent last Sun- ance of my
of Aberdeen, Miss., and
Miss I Leon Charlton and children.
life.
Brown and daughter, Nancy Carwould walk home with my sis- pened next, I don't rememl er.
Greta Paddock of Chicago visited I Mrs. Opal Wray was hostess to iday in Paducah with her brother, Subject: An Ideal
ol, Eugene Bard and Joan Smith
Mother
ter that afternoon.
Monday with Miss Ada Pigue. a household shower Wednesday iMr! and Mrs. Sam Guilt.
But I do know-that was my last
No one can take a mother's place, and the honoree.
Down the hill from our house time to try to impress my!sister's
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards night honoring her brother and • Mrs. Maggie Casey, Mr. and Here on this earth below;
Mr. and Mrs. David *Berryhill was a low place where
water
of Granit City, Ill., are visiting wife, Mr. and Mrs-Bobbie Wig- 'Mrs.. Buddy Casey, Mr. and Mrs. Her footprints can not be
and daughter of Collinsville, Ill., stood for several days after each beau.
I Gene Key all of Jackson, Tenn.,
his sister, Mrs. Jesse Thomas and
• spent the weekend with Mr. and rain. There I had placed stepping
replaced,.
I spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Thomas.
Mrs. Bud Guy, Robert Wade, Mr. stones and would trip the light
By all the good in store.
Mrs. Glenn Puckett, Mrs. J. C.
5.00 PER WEEK
and Mrs. Jamie Wade and family. fantastic back and forth across
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Clifton of I McAlister and Mrs. Will Puckett!Martin E. Casey.
•
Weston
Melvin,
of
F.
Mrs.
0.
Janet Verhine left Sunday for these stones pretending to
Fulton visited Monday with Mr. visited Mrs. Harold Puckett and
be
a
ich., and her grand-daughter,
PALESTINE
a two weeks vacation with rela- mermaid-strictly in a
and Mrs. Glenn Puckett.
daughter, Melanie Ann, in the Miss Judy Beard of Yale, Mich.,
world of
tives in Champaign, Ill.
my own.
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mrs. A. J. Rapp and children Fulton Hospital Wednesday af- i arrived Saturday for an extended
Phone 5
That afternoon, as I saw Joe 204 Plain
arrived from Memphis Tuesday ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
. and
visit with her daughter, Mr.
Hall and
to visit her sister, Mrs. W. T. Edand Jimmy Wallace left Sunday
Montez (my sister)
Mrs. Rebecca Murphy and son, Mrs. Harlod Puckett.
morning on a vacation trip. They
wards and other relatives.
Dwight and daughter, Jane arMr. and
MrsI J. B. Byrn
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Boyd and rived Wednesday from Detroit to spent Sunday in Wingo
with spent Sunday night with relatives in Memphis, from there to
her her sister, Mrs. Maude Byrn.
family of Murray visited Wed- spend the summer with
Pewitt in Longview,
nesday afternoon with Mrs. Mur- mother, Mrs. J. T. Robey.
Rev. Bryan Bishop left Sun- visit Paul
MRS. EIRDIE BAKER
rell Stephens and
Mrs. Lelia
Miss Grace Barnes spent last day night for Emory University Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest PewReader and Advisor
Eirdie
Bard.
her at Atlanta, Ga., for a three weeks itt and family near Clarksville, Funeral services for Mrs.
Sunday in Paducah with
FIRST TIME HERE
Special Readings, 50c
Texas, relatives in Los Angeles. Ivie Baker, who died at her home
Miss Odell Puckett spent Wed, sister-in-law, Mrs. Paul Barnes. course of study,
night were
daughter
in
their
Monday
past, present and fuCalifornia
and
Reads
your
entire
life,
McConnell
at
John Latta arrived Thursday
11
ture. She asks no questions but exactly what
held Tuesday morning at
his Oakland, Calif.
from Detroit after visiting
affairs of life, love,
you
wish
to
know
on
all
Ed Thompson has returned 4o'clock at the McConnell BapI son, Mr. and Mrs. Hester Pirtle
marriage, courtship, divorce, health and
Rev. J. R. Hamwith
Church
tist
(laughhis
visit
with
from
a
home
land Sue.
business transactions of all kinds. She never
Burial was in Mt.
fails to reunite the separated, cause speedy
I Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pewitt, Mr. ter. Mrs. Harris Bondurant and lin officiating.
City
Union
near
cemetery
Zion
and
happy marriages, overcome enemies
Ohio.
Cleveland,
family
in
and Mrs. James Pewitt and son,
in
and back luck of of all kinds so you can win
Bro. Bryan Bishop and family with W. W. Jones and sons
Dannie Ray, spent Sundai, with
and hold the one you love. Help guaranteed,
guests of Mr. and charge.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Pewitt in were dinner
all readings private and confidential. 9 A. M.
Baker was born in KenMrs.
Austin
and
Stroud
Frank
Mrs.
Mayfield.
to 11 P. M7; also Sunday
October 11, 1893. She was
tucky,
Sunday.
Pewitt
arrived
SunEugene
LOCATED IN HOUSE TRAILER AT STAR TRAILER PARK
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. married to J. G. Baker and eight
day afternoon from Detroit for a
East State Line, Fulton, Kentucky
were born to this union,
children
were:
and
Harry
Pewitt
Harold
days
visit
with
his
parents,
few
in
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Bard and three of whom preceded her
Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pewitt.
death. She was 57 years old. She
Quite a few from here attend- Eugene Bard.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard visited had made her home near McConed the funeral of Mrs. Pancie
Browder nell for the past 42 years." .„. .
McAlister at Mt. Zion Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
She belonged to the ChUrch of
afternoon.
,IS.weiay afternoon.
len King of Bowling Gwen God at Fulton.
!
She leaves her husband, four
was the weekend guest of her
Mississippi Plantation Life: IparealakMr. and;Mrs. Percy King. sons, William, Landoff, Wadel
and
a
0-20-20
$54.75 per ton
,shei as accompanied by Mrs. and Jessie, all of MartinWebb
The Writings Of
of
Annie Richard and Mrs. Nixon daughter, Mrs. C. D.
Mettle Dear
0-14-14
$41.50 per ton
Martin, Tenn., twelve grandWilliamson.
half brothers,
Mrs. Belle Puckett of Detroit children, three
60 Muriate of Potash
$78.00 per ton
I am feeling fine at this writ- Is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robert Charles Simmons of St. Louis.
ing thanks the Lord. The 24th Watts.
Eugene Simmons of Martin and
Psalms first and second verses) Mrs. Robert Watts was hostess Prentice Simmons Of Hicknfan,
says the Earth is the Lord's and to WSCS
afternoon. two sisters, Mrs. J. A. Green of
Monday
the fulness thereof, the world Twelve members and two visit- Paducah and Mrs. Clay Brown
and they that dwell therein. The ! ors, Mrs. Belle Puckett and Mrs. of Union City.
EGGSHELL FINISH
Lord is
sending us some dry Thomas Bruce were present.
(Continued from page one)
weather and the farmers is unThe meeting opened with the
easy but yet they
won't say, singing of "Oh Zion, Haste" and Womenfolk Come
'Lord, please sir, send us a rain," Mrs. Lon Brown
presided and several days before the actual
uses the word, "We sure do gave the devotional.
canning...". After cautiously read600 x 16, 4-ply, first grade premium tire with they
knead a rain," and the Lord say
XACT matches of colors used in the restoMrs. Morgan Davidson lead the ing the recipe she found thewhatsoever you want ask Him program and was
assisted by the test for the strength of the
one-year guarantee:
ration
of Colonial Williamsburg are nov, -efor it. It is a fine
thing to do Mrs. Richard Mobley and Mrs. brine was to "float an egg in tip
produced in Pittsburgh Historic
what you are told to do and the William McClanahan. The Bible water. That is exactly what Miss
Lord sure do take care of me.
(Plus Tax)
Lesson was conducted by Mrs. Elsie did-only she BROKE the
Wall Paint. Twelve colors.
I does just what the 31st Psalms Robert Watts,
called
egg in the water, then
says in the first verse. In thee
During the social hour
the someone who was skilled in the
GLASS CO.
o Lord do I put my trust, letNne hostess served Ice
cream, cake art of pickling and Said she had FULTON PAINT &
*
*
*
never be ashamed; deliver me in and cold drinks. The WSCS will used twice the amount of salt the 210 CHURCH STREET
PHONE 909
thy righteousness. Plenty bad have their August meeting with recipe called for but she just
OIL
VITOLIZED
with
Enriched
things are going on but it seems Mrs. Ida Thompwn as hostess in couldn't get that egg to float.
5-V Standard Galvanized Roofing $8.75 per sq. to me like worser the people are the home of met: Ernest Card- (The eds prevailed upon Marycarrying out. The world was de- well East State Line.
Nelle to tell her own favorite "litstroyed one time by water on
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chil- tle known story.)(No extra charge for long lengths)
the account of sin but next time dren spent the °firth vtith Mr. It was at that impressionable
by fire.
and Mrs. BerryStokes in Pa- age in my life when the one imExtra-heavy galvanized roofing. 2-ox. of zinc guaranteed to the
It is a fine thing to serve the
square foot.
Lord. He is so good to me. He
takes care of
Ale and all my
kneads. He supply them. All you
got to do is to do the will Of the
Lord.
We had good service Sunday
at the church. Rev. Barns text
chapter of Gen. 27
was 26th
verse. Subject: Moving out of the
•02 Main St.
Phone 399
Fulton
way of my enemies. Preach a
to
sermon then I went
good
DOORS OPEN AT 0:30 A. /41. FRIDAY, JULY 7, 1950 w-srmg!
News and Personals from - - -

Water • Valley

I

!M

Earle Hotel

DEATHS

MADAM LINDA

FARMERS!
AMMONIUM NITRATE
$7200 PER TON

'

TIRE SPECIAL FOR JULY

Oil-Base Williamsburg Colors

E

$10.90

JULY -CLEARANCE 'SALE

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

COATS AND SUITS /
1
2 PRICE OR LESS

wherever you go!

SPRING HATS:

$1,00

$3.00-

$2.00

Mid-Summer Hats 'z Price

-DRESSES-

39.95-Now
35.00-Now
29.50-Now
24.95-Now
22.50-Now

Are you leaving town? Vacationing? Permanently?
Wherever you may go, your visit or stay will be much
more pleasant when you "keep up with .folks" back
in your own home area! Subscribe no* Have your
at home or awaYI
paper delivered regularly
Phone 470; place your subscription, today!

"Serving Fulton and the Ken.-Tenn. Area"

Y

16.95-Novi14.95-Now
12.95-Now
10.95-Now
8.95-Now

14.95
11.95
9.95
8.95
7.95
6.95

ONE RACK AT $5.00
Blouses, slips, gowns, hose, and jewelry at drastic-.reductions.
•

COME EARLY
A REAL CLEARANCE ON EVERYTHING
ALL SALES FINAL:

THE FULTON NEWS

19.95-Now

29.95
25.00
22.50
18.95
16.95
14.95

49.95-Now

sft
le
st
In

CASH:

NO EXCHANG%

CLARICE SHOP
•••no.
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FOES

OF PUBLIC

ATTACK

ON

POWER

Maim Street

by Ralph Stein

SHIFT

FROM

TVA, DISTRIBUTORS

of Electric Companies, the Edison
Electric Institute, and the United
"The Fulton County News
Editor:
States Chamber of Commerce to
About two years ago this-comshift their attack. The truth cominittee sent you a tabulation of
pels.them to soft-pedal this issue.
The takes paid by TVA and by the
switched to a
distributors who sell TVA power. They have now
smear campaign, calling TVA and
The purpose of sending you this
information was to give you the public power in general "socialism." They are
busily engaged
facts on what is being done to
trying to make competitive prisupport state and local govern-,
vate enterprise believe that their
i1
ments by the Tennessee
Valley situatio
n is the same.
•• 411 Doc....S.N‘f MISS A TRICK
Power System. The charge made
•
Apparently their
efforts
ON
are
THE
SiDEWA
LK
by the private
utility industry
failing. The average businessman.
that we were operating virtually
knowin
the
basic
g
differe
nce
betax-exempt made it
necessary
tween a monopoly and a competithat we give you these facts.
We told you at that time that tive business, sees that the situaTVA made payments in lieu of tion is not the same. As proof of
campaign
taxes of $1,666,095 and that the this the propaganda
distributors paid $2,320,537, or a which has been waged was tested
by their advertising agency by a
total of $3,986,632,
which was
more than the former owners had poll to 3,000 people. The result
paid to state and local govern- was that 63 per cent of these peoments. Two years later we find ple approve TVA, 10 per cent do
not, and 27 per cent,, have no oThat TVA and the
distributors
have paid to the same agencies pinion. Further'prooPsof the failapproximately $6,000,000 or over ure of their campaign can be not$2,000,000 more than the former ed in the fact that thpy have
more than doubled the intensity
owners paid.
tha,
This information on taxes has of their effort. I am sure
caused the National Association you will be gratified to know that
€11
the American people can still see
through a campaign of misrep1
resntation and vilification, and .
come up with the facts.
FHA LOANS
•
Sincerely yours,
—See—
Ken G. Whitaker,
T. H. "Tom" Cowden Secretary, Power Distributors InPhone 1597 Union City, Tenn
formation Committee, Chattanooga, Tenn.

31r. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling

„Asi.,

tt

giLL.

WHITNEL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone

WAIGH HIM Ck0551N6 ThE..STRUT
FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals
as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

7

TELEPHONE

The best ambulance service at any hour, day
or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIA
L ASS'N.

ICED

WINES

WHISKEY
RUM

GIN

LIQUERS
DRIVE-IN

Depot Street

LIQUOR

STORE

"Buck Bushart"

child from a community relativeThe rains made resetting of toly free of polit5 to one in which CROPS TAKE
BEATIN6 bacco
necessary on washed-out
there is a high inciience cp. th.
slopes and in low spots where the
disease.
HEAVY RAINS plants were buried in mud. Some.
Removal of
tonsils and ado
fescue and
orchard-grass seed
noids should be avoided, if possiKentucky
especially was
crops,
lost as a result of rain and
ble. In addition, vaccinations and those in the south and west,
took wind.
immunization should not be giva beating from rains during the
The peach crtip is small but is
en in very hot weather.
week ended today.
doing fairly well. Apples are pros
A phamphlet entitled. "Facts
Meteorologist William Stosser gressing
and the crop is materialAbout Polio," is available from and Agricul
tural Statistician H. ly larger than
the peach crop.
the Fulton County Health Unit. F. Bryant
said farm work was Picking tomato
es in small quantiThis pharnPlet supplies the ans- hamper
ed by the variable rain- ties has started
in western counwers to the questions most fre- fall.
In the Louisbille area it was ties.
quently asked concerning
this nearly an inch. At Hopkins
ville
disease and a a valuable piece of it
was 5.38 inches.
health literatuse to have on hand.
A week
or 10 days of
dry
weather is needed for harvesting Dr.
H. W.Connaughton
small grains, cutting hay
and
BREEDERS TO HAVE
cultivating corn, tobacco and soyVeterinary Service
beans. In the bottom lands, planting-,pf corn and soybeans is not
Phone 807-It
FIELD DAY JULY 11
completed.
or Call 70
The Western Kentucky Guernfurnished by the club at the noon
sey Breeders Field Day will
Graduate Veterinarian
be hour.
held Wednesday, July 12 at Cecil
All those who are interested in
Located on Martin-Fulton
Burnette's
Willow -Wilde Farm
six miles west of Fulton on High- the promotion of dairying in any
Highway.
way
are especially invited
way 94.
to
.
attend.
•
The program will begin
at
10:00 a. m. featuring' registration,
contests and speakings.
Those to be heard on the program will be Ballard
Bennett,
Field
man for the
American ;
Guernsey Breeders Association; ;
Clarence Bell, President of the !
Kentucky
Guernsey Breeders
Association: John
Foster, Fieldl
408 EDDINGS STREET
Agent in Dairying from the University of Kentucky; Paul FarFor Ambulance Service Day or Night
low, Agricultural Agent for the
Illinois Gentral Railroad Company.
There will be cold drinks at
regular prices, and dinner will
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
be served cafeteria fashion
for
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association,
$1.00 a plate by the Union Junior
Inc.
Music Club, and music will tt.

88 <--ir Phone

trow•ier. Sole, Somce

JOE
M

; important since polio apparently
is spread partially oy flies. Adequate diet is needed, too, because
eating the proper foods builds up
ARMY CAMP
body resistance. Also important
Cadet Joe C. Bazzell, Jr., son is adequate sleep at night and a
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Bazzell, period of rest during the day,
Sr., Route 4, Fulton, Kentucky, a particularly during hot weather.
Sudden
chilling, such as that
Senior at University of Tenness- caused
by plunging into cold Waee, Knoxville,. Tenn, is one of ter on a hot day, should be avoidmore than six hundred and fifty ed. Parents
should make sure
cadets attending the 1950 reserve that the pools in which their chilofficer training corps
summer dren swim are sanitary and have
training camp at Fort
Eustis. been declared safe by their local
Virginia during the period
17 health unit. There is no objection
June-29 July.
to children going bathing in such
Cadet Bazzell, (AN) Army a pool, nor is there any necessi
ty
veteran with overseas service in for swirrunitig
pools, cemps,
the Asiatic
Pacific
American theaters, etc, to be closed during
theater of
operations
during a polio epidemic.
World War II, wears the good
On the other hand, it would
conduct, Asiatic
Pacific Ameri- be unwise for a parent to take a
can, Victory, Army Occupation
medals. While undergoing officer
training at Fort Eustis, his leadership ability Will be
developed
and he will be schooled in the
fundamentals of the transportation corps, youngest member of
the army family.
Cadet Bazzell will be eligible
for a commisison in the United
;
States army reserve in 1951.
C. BAllELL

ejelee

lot _

FRIGIDAIRE
Master Model Refrigerators for 1950
Only FRIGIDAIRE
gives you all
these features!
• N•w full-length food
compartment in larger
models

Fulton
PUBLIC HEALTH

Attention Farmers
HAVE

YOU

PROTECTED

YOUR

FAMILY

FROM POLIO AND OTHE
R DREAD
DISEASES!

YOUR FARM BUREAU AGENT HAS
A "10"
STAR EMERGENCY POLICY,
WHICH WILL PAY UP TOC

$5,000.00 gsltil

_

FOR TREATMENT AND OTHE
R
EXPENSES CAUSED BY
THESE DISEASES
*
*
*
*
*

Poliomelitis
Leukemia
Scarlet Fever
Diptheria
Rabies

It is a human tendancy to wait
until it starts to rain before repairing the leaky •roof. The same
is true of epidemic diseases. For
example, people often wait until
a polio epidemic is current
in
their community before finding
out the facts about poliomyelitis.
Although at present there is no
serum or vaccine which is known
to prev.ent polio, certain general
measures should be observe
d.
Lowered
resistance may make
the body unable to fight off
infection. Therefore,
overfatigue
should be avoided and the general rules of good sanitation should
be followed.
Proper screening of the home is

Don't give storage space to
has - been radios! Let us restore them to active life. An
extra radio for kitchen, garage
A. guest room, would be a welcome addition to your family.

$5.00

THE

BEST

CITY

And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.

• New, all-porceloim
Meat Tray
• More large space for
b;g it, ,t

IS

THE

• More toll -bottle space
• Large food freezing
space

CHEAPEST

• Famous, economical
Meter-Miser
machnur

SEE PROOF! YOU CAN'T MATCH
A FRIGIDAIRE!
Wherever you live—whatever the

WASHING

QUAKER
STATE '
MOTOR OILS

BUREAU

CLINTON STREET
HICKMAN, KY.

• PiC,w, all- parr'loin
Multi-Purpose Tray

ELECTRIC

IN THE LONG RUN!
+ +
Trade with us and
Save money! We sell
both of them!

GREASING

H.J. FRENCH,Agent
PHONE 2506

• New h&*-shelf and
swing down shelf

—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1

ASK YOUR MECHANIC

$10
.
00 fa
or::‘,

Life Insurance Company
Your Own Farm Bureau
Company
DON'T DELAY — CONTACT

• Exclusive DoubleEasy Quickub• Trays

Wow.

I *- Small Pox
1* Spinal Meningitis
* Encephalitis
* Tularemia
* Tetanus

SOUTHERN FARM

• New, deeper, allporcelain stack -up
Hydrators

Honest Diagnosis.

ANNUAL COST ONLY
for onf
person

• All-aluminum, rustproof, adjustable
sh•lves

A NEW LEASE
ON LIFE

TOPICS

TIRE REPAIR

BROWDER

SERVICE STATION
H. J. EASLEY, Mgr.
West State Line
Phone 9111

sizle of your family, kitchen or budget
— be sure to see the new Frigidaire
Refrigerators for 1950. See the com-

plete line of sizes from 4 to 17 cu. ft.
— see dll the reasons why your No. 1
choice is America's No. 1 Refrigerator,

9.2

CIL

Ft. Model Shown

269.75
(Only $29.75 Down)
also In 7.6 and 11 Cu. It.
Master Models

Come in! Get
the Facts About
All the New
FRIGIDAIRE MODELS
far 1950

1421,

FRIGIDAIRE!

Graham Furniture Co.

308 Walnut Street

Phone 185
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AMA PLANS TO USE $3 MILLION
IN SOCIALIZED MEDICINE FIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Kingston
Mexico are
and family of New
visiting Mrs. Radie Kingston and
Williams for a few
Mrs. Clara
days.
David Brown spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cannon,. and Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Adams
weekend
of Detroit spent the
with Mrs. Florence Palmer.

Moments For Thought
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Visitor, Re%
MINd ORIle
Cape.
present.
were
Saone
1Perry
Mrs. Ella Hazzlerigg of Dyersopened the
Murphey
Mrs_
her
sister,
of
guest
the
Is
burg
health insurThe American Medical Associa- government-paid
by
followed
prayer
with
meeting
Mrs. George Cooley.
tion. today stood ready to spend ance.
the deysitiona0 gmen by Mrs. Ira
Nashof
Horton
Johnny
Mrs.
nts
Dr. Irons said advertiseme
$3.000,000 and abandon its tradialso presented
viTle spent Saturday night with Little_ Jibs. Little
tional code agtinst advertising in against socializea medicine_ will
subject was
bar
program,
the
Rogers.
Bill
Mrs.
sister,
her
mediOcin
one
weex
be run during
its fight against socialized
."-Skie was assisted by
"FWInip
Raymond
Jack
Mrs.
Mr. and
tober in 11,00 dail5r and weekly
cine.
Mrs. Gordon -Baird
and son, Don of Memphis spent
association, opening its newspapers, and radio announceThe
A it—.tmOn Of the Christian
the weekend with' relatives here
99th annual convention here yes- ments will be broadcast throughWoman's -Fellowship was held..
N
Fulton.
in
STATIO
and
PIERCE
terday, said it has established a out the entire month.
hidden answers
Gerald Hicks Questions and
Mr. and Mrs.
newspaper
$1,100,000 funds for
doctors atIf the neighbors wonder who and daughter spent Monday night from Woaid Call were answered
There are 10,000
and radio adwrtising to combat tending the five-day meeting.
was out flying Sunday afternoon and the Fourth with Mrs_ Hicks by various members.
medicine and boost
socialized
social hour deliciDuring
it was Mr. and Mrs. Billie Stem parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Yesterday, the association gave
Arthur
voluntary health insurance.
ous ice MINIM and cake was servand children, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Birmingham.
its Distinguished Serviee Award
The balance of the $3,000,000 for 1950 to Dr. Everts A. GraRogers and daughter, Linda.
of ed:
Sunday afternoon visitors
will be spent on educational and ham, St. Louis surgeon. He was
Mrs. Dock Bennett and daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Calude Graddy
publicity activities in non-adver- the first surgeon to remove
a!
U. S. vs. US
ter, Mrs. Sut Bennett and son were: Rev. and
Robert
Mrs.
tising fields.
Fba 15 cents the U. S. Governand Mrs. Leslie Cape are spend- Moore, Mr. and Mrs. lshum Concomplete human lung successfulmember doctor Of the ly in an
Each
ing several days in St. Louis ner, Calvin Evans, Mr. and Mrs.. ment Printing 'Office will mad
operation on another
AMA wil be assessed $25 for the doctor in February, 1933. The pavisiting relatives and friends.
Aigie you a blookiet'entitled -"Guiding
Edd Hay, Mr. and Mrs.
the publicity fund. Previously, tient is still living.
George Cooley is improving in Hay and Mrs. Bud Stein. Mrs_ Family Spending" (Catalogue
the doctor's code of ethics prohe
AL 3a661). This booklet is
a Memphis hospital where
Graddy isn't doing so well late- No.
for
advertising
hibited their
nOtba
amsfused With -another
underwent an operation recently. ly.
practice and also use of their
recently beard by the 'GPO on
Charles
Ashley of Hornbeak
names except under certain conwith his aunt, MISSIONARY SOCIETY
spent last week
"Increasing Cost Of the Federal
Joyce Cruce
ditions.
No..
Cover:nand" (Document
Mrs. Wyatt Hall and family.
visitis
Virginia
WITH
ENJOYS
MEETING
of
Clark
Jack
retiring
Dr. Ernest L. Irons,
150) which Shows that'the 'FedMr. and Mrs. Lennie Burcham MRS. H. B. MURPHEY
0.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
his
ing
president of the AMA's house of
eral
intends to
Sunday
were
Govermisent
Fred Parsons reads favorite scripture passages and biblical of Union City
board of G. Clark.
delegates, said the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Mrs. H. B. Murphey was hostess spend 1:42 billion in 1951 although
and Mrs. storiee each Sunday at 1:15 a.m.. EST. ever WLW.
Mr.
of
guests
Sunday
trustees considered the publicity
Burcham.
to the Woman's Missionary Soc- it expects to take in • only'$7 Wand son, Ronnie, slightly injured Saturday mornfund a long time before voting Junior Cruee
Mrs. Alford Shannan of Hick- iety of the
First
Christian inn be sesame.
Herbert ing when a team of mules ran
Mrs.
and
Mr.
were:
unanimously in favor of It
man has been visiting her aunts, Church Monday afternoon at her
L. J. Williams of Paducah
Jack Clark, away with him while plowing
Tony,
son,
.and
Clark
peoHe declared the American
here this week. Mrs. Pearl Brice and Mrs. Leslie' home west of town.
Phone 479 For Job Printing
Fourteen
Holley, Sue his cotton. He was. treated by Dr. visiting relatives
ple do not want socialized medi- Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Mrs. Le- Calburn of Union City. Several
cine and said his profession was Carol Hinkle, Mr. and
•
and Mrs. Earl stitches were used in his arms.
anxious to see a Vote in Congress Man Cruce and Mr.
spent
Hutchison
Mrs. Leve
on the issue. President Truman W. Hutchison.
Wayne Hutchison was Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Earl
-presently has a bill pending for
Hutchison and family.
Marvin Clark,
Mr. and Mrs.
Haymond Clark of Chicago,
Evonne Weaver of Water Valley,
I iarold Wayne Cook, Davie, Mary
and Bettie Clark of Fulton, Mr.
nd Mrs. Russell Cruce and famdy visited Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew& Cruce and
!rattily, Mr. and Mrs. John Rich.,rd Croce and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Will D. Cruce and son spent
•everal days in Missouri visiting
Mrs. John Richard Cruce's sister.

Fulton Route Fou-

NOW! McDADE WILL GIVE YOU

We Want To
Clean Your

SEED

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, we have added

TWO MORE NEW SEED. CLEANERS
... to our battery of seed cleaning equipment
thus assuring you of FASTER SERVICE with
the same CAREFUL ATTENTION as always.
• We have special screens for fescue cleaning
• WE CLEAN.ALL KINDS OF SEEDS, such
as Ky 31 Fescue, Ladino clover, White, Red
and Crimson clovers, Alsike and other field
. seeds.
•
A
AS
SS
BUSINE
OUR• WE HAVE BUILT
RESULT OF "SATISFIED CUSTOMERS".
Bring your seed to our plant - - - the OLD
RELIABLE through the years.
See us before you buy!

"OUR PRICE IS BIGHT"....
CORN - BEANS - GRASSES - FERTILIZER
We are authnrized agent.. for the

TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
We have All Kinds of Spray Chemicals

FULTON ROUTE 3
Mrs. C. E. Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
the
And son of Memphis spent
weekend with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Estelle Jones,
Sonnie Jones and Louise Jones
of Detroit are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. T. A. Jones and other relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan
spent the Fourth with relatives
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stephens
and family enjoyed the Four
in Clinton.
David Hendrix of St. Louis is
visiting his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Dalton and brother,
Jimmie Hendrix.
Jimmie Kindred spent Tuesday

•
MAGIC
CONTROL

EARLY SEED CORN for late planting

AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

Installed and in
in three hours.

AS A SPECIAL TRADE - IN ALLOWANCE ON THIS BEAUTIFUL. 1950 DELUXE

ELECTRIC

NORGE

RANGE
ocgm

259.95

REG. PRICE OF
NORGE DELUXE
RANGE

60 00

McDADE'S AMAZ.
ING TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

dm=

,

•

199.95

Iwwwww.iww,

NET COST
TO YOU

'ACT NOW! THIS IS A
LIMITED OFFER!

Authorized dealers for

S
SURGE MILKER
operation

Regardless of Make, --- Regaedless of Type

Water Heaters

is the
THE EZEE-FLOW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER
to spread ANY
hest we ever have seen. It is GUARANTEED 651
for A FREE
kind, ANY amount, in ANY condition. Phone
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!
We Sell

RA
FO YOUR
Regarciiess of Condition

odds extra (0IIVOIII.Ie and extwonly to tb•
sate, dean, dependable eperatie• el new

New Shipment Just Arrived
G
III BRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's
and Broadbent hybrids.

S
SIRXTY DODLLAR
NGE
OL

HANNA'S PAINTS
See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS

Never before
so many
de luxe
features
at such an
amazingly
low price!

including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
1CAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Wire, Wire
We have a good supply of Barb
- Butt
Square
and
Roofing
Fencing, Metal
Shingles.
Asphalt
Hexagon
and

& SONS
A. C. BUTTS
Feeds --- Seeds
Groceries --Phones 602 -- 603

941 MAGIC CONTROL ON...
VACATION—for utmost efficiency
while you are away.
gm...OE—for plenty of hot water
for everyday needs.
EXTRA HOT—for unusually great
hot-skater requirements.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

CONTROLS—Famed
appliance outAUTOMATIC
handy
desired
-WAY
oven and
automatically at
•2
heat
blended
off
on and
EXTERIOR
let turn
ENAMEL
setting.
PORCELAIN longer;gives whiter,
TITANIUM
lasts
• —Resists chipping;
PORCELAIN
appearance.
FULL-VIIDTH
electric
brighter
includesautomatic
ATTRACTIVE
lights;
two
controls
•LAMP—Has
timer whichappliance outlet.
and
clock with ovenDRAWERS—H
ere's plenty
operation of
frequently
most
UTENSIL
for
3 BIG
storage space
eed
utensils.
of extra
kitchen
"Char7-s1'
used
-way
FAMOUS FEATURES4
units,
OTHER
surface cooker,
genuine glass
•"tailored-heat"
backrail.,
well
Coirbroiler,deep
top
advantages.
one.piece otherend
insulation,
fiber recessed base, many
cove

A $259.95 VALUE
ZOW04

95

•

(As Siqww)

WITH TRADE - IN

Buy On
EASY CREDIT TERMS

McDADE Furniture Co.05
FULTON

319 23 WALNUT

Phone 101

41.

!MUM

INTL* AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUicK WILL BUILD THEM

itr7

itgrd'.7,ZMERIPPIROPIPPIRWrIeamign
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Another Illinois Central Railroad Sire

SISTER KENNY GIVES RULES FOR KEEPING
SAFE, ALERT, CALM IN POLIO SEASON '
:•eason, the type.
During the polio
best course is to keep calm, says ; "2. Moderate fever, seldom risSister Kenny, world-famous Aus- ing above 103 degrees.
tralian nurse whose method of t "3. Stiff. neck, stiff back, pain
paralysis has in the legs and arms.
treating infantile
"4. Muscle weakness.
brought thousands back from in"5. And, sometimes, nausea and
Writing • in Redbook
validism.
Malazine for July. she tells you vomiting, lack or loss of appetite,
what precautions to take to in- indefinite feeling of uneasiness
crease your safety margin, which or discomfort, with listlessness.
twenty - four
"After about
symptoms are not those of polio
symptoms often
hours, these
and which are:
temporarily, but return
"We cannot deny that polio can abate
days.
be a crippler and a killer. But within two or three
"Prompt treatment, of course
season, our best
during polio
course is to keep calm. We in- can reduce or even prevent altoeffects of polio.
crease our safety margin if we gether the after,
This summer, 'let's be careful.
James L. Pryor, Agricultural ing won supreme championship
take these precautions:
But also, let's keep calm!"
Agent for the Illinois Central of the Perth Scotland show benew
"1. Avoid contacts with
called at our office this fore being imported to this counRailroad
groups of people.
"2. Guard the cleanliness of all DUKEDOM ROUTE 2 morning to announce the place- try by Thomas E. Wilson, foundment of another purebred Short- er of the Wilson Packing ComJoyce Taylor
food and drink.
horn bull for free use of west- pany.
contact with flies
"3. Avoid
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called on Miss
ern Kentucky farmers in breedDuring his lifetime in America,
and anything they, touch.
Allie Rowland Tuesday night of
ing up their herds. Calrossie Mercury did as much if
"4. Avoid swimming in water last week.
This bull, Edellyn Mirtal Mer- not more, to improve the Shortof doubtful purity and at crowdMrs. Wilma Williams and Mrs.
cury is being placed on the farm horn breed of cattle in America
ed beaches or pools.
Virginia Wray visited their moth- of Mr.
T. S. Waller, well known as any bull in history. Certainly
"5. Avoid over-fatigue in work er, Mrs. T. C. House Friday.
attorney of western
Kentucky with such a record as this behind
ard in .recreation.
Mrs. Virginia Owen and girls and Washington,
D. C.
this Shorthorn bull, farmers of
"We should not become pani- were the Friday guests of Mrs.
Edellyn Mirtal Mercury was western
Kentucky can improve
cky at the onset of every little Margie Work.
sired by Calrossie Mercury, an their herds by securing his servThe following
summer illness.
Mrs. Beckham Vaughan is on internationally
famous sire, hay- ices.
are not symptoms of polio:
the sick list.
"1. Cough or cold.
gygLC
ieassteye
.f v,
Sfunnr.day
J•a
nsyeteheTay
•
"2. Rash on body.
dinner
"3. Swelling of the limbs.
Arthur Lene Hicks visited her
"4. Redness of the eyes.
cousin, Joel
Golden over the
"Then, what are the symptoms weekend.
which call for an immediate visit
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane
Canned watermelon juice
is light that burns at both ends, for
from your physician? These are: and Sue visited Mr. and Mrs. B.
now ready to replace 'frozen me- going down dark basement steps
"1. Headache, usually of a se- Vaughan and
family
Friday lons in the
treatment of nephrosvere,
generalized, unrelenting night.
two people at a time and such.
is. a rare kidney disease mainly
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
"According to
Philadelphia.
prevalent, among children under
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
ten. A new vinyl plastic material Pennsylvania, a recently develand Mrs. Weaver Thacker and for
baby pants will withstand oped dental apparatus does away
Mr. Fuqua.
boiling and hard washing withwith metal drills or burns for ,
Mrs. Evaline Yates spent Satur- out
cracking or becoming' disday afternoon with Mrs. T.
C. colored. A recently
developed cleaning out cavities. ,It shoots
House.
dental apparatus will do
away finely powered abrasive against
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. with painful
drilling when
it the tooth in a stream of carbon
J. J. McNatt were: Mr. and Mrs. becomes
available. These are dioxide. The new
technique
T. C. Steward, Mr. and Mrs. Fred among
is
some of the aids to better less painful. It
also makes possiWaggoner, Mrs. Griffie Hall and health and
better living reported ble a thorough and
rapid job of
her two sisters.
in McCall's National Newsletter
professional cleaning.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman for July:
Note:. It
isn't
available
yet.
were .Sunday guests of Mil. and
"Akron, Chia reports that
a
"Washington,
D.
C.
Mrs. Carl Hainline and family. new material
reports
for baby pants has that the navy has
Other guests were: Mr. and Mrs. been
developed a
developed. It's a vinyl plas- dogtag that will
tell the soldier,
W. E. Hainline and daughter of tic film
that
withstands hard sailor or airman wearing it
Fulton.
when
washing and sterilization without he has
been exposed to radiation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks visit- becoming
brittle or
discolored.
"From Atlanta, Georgia, comes
ed Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Golden Tests by the
manufacturer show word that how to screen
for sevSaturday night awhile.
that the waterproof material is eral
diseases at once is under
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and unaffected
after being boiled for study here in a pilot
project that
Joyce called on Mrs. Pearl Cooley 60 hours. checks on anemia, tuberculosis,
of Fulton Saturday afternoon.
"Words from
New
Iberia, syphilis, diabetes, blood type.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson Louisiana, says that
canned wa- dental caries - all in about
Mom acres of clean cutting ate were the
Sunday
fifafternoon termelon juice is
lower per•acre cost-that's the unready
for teen minutes.
failing performance of the John guests of his brother, Mr. and emergency treatment of nephrosDeere No.5 Power Mower.Work. Mrs. Joe Emerson.
is, a rare kinduey disease which
ing with any make of tractor, the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and
children under
No. 5 is simple, durable, easy to family of Mayfield visited Mr. mainly attacks
ten. It is better than frozen meattach and detach ... cuts up to 35 and Mrs.
Harry
Yates
Sunday.
lons, which have been used in
acres of hay per day.
Miss Margaret Crawford was off season up
A tractor mower through and
to now, and
the
the
Saturday
night
guest
of
Mrs.
through, the No. 5 gives you a
company whieli- puts it up supcombination of **tsires Kiel Jesr,ie Coplen.
plies it free to any doctor who
really appreciate. Bunt with i.1/111
Mr. and Mrs. J. P Owen and asks for it.
to 7.foot cutter bars. hes us bi girls visited his pl'rents,
Mr.
"Chicago, Illinois, sends news
complete informado‘
and Mrs. Parrom Owen of Mcof new products you will want to
Connell Sunday.
know about: 1) an oilette which
PRICE OF INSOLVENCY
looks like a
fountain pen and
11; E. .1th St.
tilton I
Senator Harry F. Byrd (May 1, will pump lubricating oil any1950): "People can't cash war where you want it, a drop at a
JOHN DEERE a..44
bonds of an insolvent nation. No time; 2) a screwdriver with built.-freciporeArra,rtee-57scAciv.
solvent nation ever went social- in flashlight for corners i and
ist."
hard-to-get at places; 3) a flash- •

DEVICE MAY REPLACE DENTIST'S DRILL
CANNED MELON JUICE FOR RARE DISEASE

Nobody needs PYREX
more thanfci bride ,
,g `),
WARE

PYREX Hostess Set
A measure that's pleasure a dozen
ways! 3 sizes:
1-cup ..25c.
1 pint ..50e
1 quart..756

Percolator

Oven-Refrigerator Set

Pie Plate

Let her make the coffee perfect
every time! 3 sizes: 4-cup $2.45,
6-cup ...$2.95 9-cup...$3.45

Wonderful for baking, for storing
leftovers!: 4 Colorful dishes with
covers
$2.95

Shell be as proud of this pie plate
as of her pies. Pritrx "Flavor
Saver" Pie Plate,9" size 7...59c

Gift-Hunting for a Bride? Here ore ideal Gifts!
Silex glass coffee-makers, 4 cup $3.45
Cory glass coffee-makers, 6 cup,$3.95
ABCO stainless-steel coffee-maker,6 cup size

I35 ACRES

7kir Is- woe*
koktr f?,/o/
1

REFRIGERATOR
'717D

8-cubic-foot

model as low as

8.95

Per 114m111

after down payment

Cublc-Foot
Model

$24 DOWN
$2.66 PER WEEK
(Full price, only $239.95)

MSS WO

CORY HOSTESS COFFEE SET:

SMPaakceer

066te

ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

Moro Thom 2,000,000
04 Rofrigorotor• Moro
Boon in Ulm for 10 Yeare
Cr Longo',

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 LAKE STREET

Froe...1
* 24-lb topottty Spood
Vogotobk Cooler.
* SpoAioes
Porcoloi• Interior.
* Co...plot•
troyl
* Roomy lAsot
Colgloss
*

Phis-5-Year Protection Pion
on Famous Thriftmaster
Refrigerating System

come*
217 Main

Fulton
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OUR SPECIAL PRICE, $19.95
•••••••••••••••••••'

101

SIMULATED CUT-GLASS PUNCH BOWL SET $6.95
Large, lovely glass bowl and stand;6 cups

ELECTRIC 'TEAPOT' KITCHEN (LOCKS $4.35
Blues, greens, whites or yellow

PLASTIC BED LAMPS

(Reg'$2.50)
Whites, blues or greens
Flourescent Bed Lamps, complete with bulb

14-HOUR SERVICE SAVE ON
THROW RUGS!
RADIO
REPAIR

Genuine cont;oleuni quality.
with border. Variety of colors
ind patterns to choose.

15 x 27
29c
In today - - l
8
x
36
49c
out tomorrow! 30 x
54
89c
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
Plicote paints and enAll work guaranteed amels, including interior floor paint; safetyire& Req. $1.95 quart:

SAVE ON PAINT!

1.
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
Hi.

Bewitched
Third Man Theme.
I Wanna Be Loved.
Hoop-De-Doo.
Sentimental Me
I Wanna Be Loved.
The old piano roll blues
I Don't care if the sun
don't shine.

CLOSEOUT,
$1. OUART
BARGAINS!

HANDBAGS,
SUITCASES

$1.95
$6.95

9 X 12

Heavy
Quality
Rugs
Armstrong, Gold Seal
or Beauty Tone; Regular $9.95 sellers

$7.95

Values to $5.95, while Don't be misled! This
they last:
is the DELUXE

99' EACH

quality rug.

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ill
KI

includes chrome 2-burner stand, and two 6-cup coffee-makers.
Original price, $27.50

Aztonwice7

MODEL NF-8F

GENERAL

$4.95

.••••••

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

The G-E Space Maker Refrigerator is
packed with practical conveniences. For
example, the butter conditioner keeps butter 1st easy-spreading consistency.
It gives you one-third more refrigerated
food-storage space in the same floor space
occupied by former 6-cu-ft models.
You'll get years of day-after-day dependable service, because it's powered by the
famous G-E sealed-in refrigerating system.

6 cup, $3.95
8 cup, $5.25
$4.95

Magic-Flo glass coffee-makers, 6 cup size

OF HAY
PER DAY!

7'

Measure

Entertaining is fun with these new
dishes! 21/2-quart bowl, four 12 Teapot
ounce Ramekins-red or yellow. It brews the tea, it graces the table!
$2.95 PYRLX Flatrieware Teapot $1.95

lcirr UP To

WILLIAMS HDWE,

• Our PYREXWare counter
is a wonderful place for
gift shopping.

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

I tions are being received at the
Owensboro office of the Dade
Park Jockey club and some of
the stables have indicated that
they will ship their horses sevClaude J. Yates, Kentucky
eral weeks in advance of opening
Manager of Southern Bell Teleday. A number of stables give
phone and Telegraph Company,
their horses a rest prior to the
with headquarters in Louisville,
Dade Park meeting after camhas been appointed
Tennessee paigning
at Southern and MidManager of the Company, effecwestern tracks during the wintive July 1, and will be succeeded
ter and spring months.
by C. Hunter Green, assistant
James C. Ellis, president and
Kentucky Manager. Mr. Yates'
general manager, is looking fornew headquarters will be
in ward to another successful
meetNashville.
ing for the Dade Park Jockey
Mr. Green, a native of Louisclub. He
visited
a
number
of
ville, is a telephone executive of
tracks about the country. during
extensive experience, well qualithe winter and spring racing seafied to assume the responsibility
sons and through his association
of directing the Company's comwith horsemen at these meets he
mercial operations in Kentucky.
made new acquaintances and exHis telephone career started impects a number of'new stables to
mediately upon his
graduation campaign at dade
this summer.
from the University of Kentucky
Lester E. Yeager, associate
in 1927. After gaining varied exof
perience in the Louisville busi- manager and vice president
the jockey club, plans a general
ness office, he was appointed
repair job and cleanup campaign
manager of the Louisville
ex- • about the plant before
opening
change in 1935, and in 1939 was
day.
advanced to district commercial
supervisor. In 1943 he was appointed district manager of the
Louisville district, from
which
position he was named assistant
Kentucky manager.

HUNTER GREEN IS
KENTUCKY MANAGER

rn

arc
i9c

CARE NEEDED IN
PACKING LUNCH

DADE PARK CLUB
OPENS AUG. 5TH
•The Kentucky racing commission has approved the racing
dates for the summer meeting of
the Dade Park Jockey club, with
the meeting scheduled to start on
Saturday, August 5. The 26-day
session will be concluded with
the Labor Day program on Monday. September 4.
Applications for stall reserva-

RUPTURE

Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts- No Straps- No Odors
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake St.
Phones 70, 428

METAL

Summer is the season for SundavSchool picnics, family
reunlons, lawn fetes and 'camping
trips. Vood always plays an important part in such outings since
eating in the open seems to stimulate appetites and give added
zest to even the most commonplace menu.
It is particularly important during the summed months to make
sure that the food served at such
gatherings is properly refrigerated. Many cases of food poisoning
are reported
annually because
certain foods — salad dressing,
cream filled pies, milk, fish, jellied foods and meat, for example—
have not been given the- proper
care.
Before
packing the
picnic
basket,-it is always wise to make
sure that potato
salad, baked
beans or sandwich fillings are

AWNINGS
• Custom made t oyour size
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
Installation; w i n d,o s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.

For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

FetterEan
.
"IF
1

by lean Allen

FRESH ASPARAGUS IS HERE
When the first asparagus sprout
pushes its way through the
ground, it is a sure sign that
spring is here and summer just
ahead. Whether from your garden

si
ti•-:/
Z-•

•

or the vegetable counter, asparagus is at its best when the stalks
are medium or large in size but
still crisp and tender. They should
break with a-snap. There are two
or three servings of asparagus to
a pound.
To Cook Whole
.
""Tlace the asparagus in a pan
with one inch of boiling salted
water in the bottom. Steam the
asparagus whole by standing the
stalks upright in a coffee pot or
the top of a double boiler with
the cne inch of boiling salted
water. Either way be sure t
cover tightly and cook 10 to 23
minutes or just until the vegetable is' tender.
Now for the Trimmireis
For a quick but fancy dressing.
top fresh green asparagus wit:i
French Butter
10"
(
4 Sauce. To onehalf cup meltel
butter add two
tablesp 00113
Chopped nuts,
one to two teasp.);,ns lemon
juice, st,lt and pepper. Pour till;
warm rich sauce over the aspara gt.s just before serving.
The man in your life is sure to
like Hot Bacon Dressing.
Asparagus with Hot
Bacon Dressing
2 pounds asparagus, cooked
2 hard cooked eggs
4 slices bacon
1 tablespoon (
sugar
3 tablespoons
vinegar
Cut bacon in
squares and fry
until crisp. Pour _ _
off fat -leaving
-'
one tablespoonful in the pan. Mix
and heat together sugar, vinegar,
fat and bacon. Place hot asparagus in serving dish. Top with
sliced eggs and pour dressing
over,all. Serve at once.
Yield: 6 servings.
Faithfully

taken, food poisoning may result. the Gulf of Mexico, visits to
the
Many of the cases reported to the city's many historic landmarks,
Fulton County Health Unit can a cruise up the Mississippi, and
be traced to occasions when food many other interesting features
is prepared in large quantities by are included.
persons not experienced as food
handlers.
Whatever enslaves man is opFood poisoning is caused by the posed to the divine government.
growth of germs in food. These Truth makes man free.
germs multiply rapidly in cer—Mary Baker Eddy
tain foods at room temperature.
Remember food may be unfit to
The only liberty that is valueat and still show no change in able, is a liberty connected with
taste, appearance or smell.
order; that not only existh with
For suggestions as to summer order and virtue, but which candishes that are safe to serve in not exist at all without them.
hot weather, several
excellent
—Burke
nutrition phamplets are obtainable from the ruiton
County
If the true spark of religious
Health Unit.
and civil liberty be kindled, it
will burn. Human agency cannot

JUNIOR GROWERS TO
VISIT NEW ORLEANS
Selection of New Orleans as
the. site for this year's convention
of the National Junior Vegetable
Growers Association was announced here toddy by John S. Gardener, College of Agriculture,
'University of 'Kentucky.
More
than 500 of the
nation's term
youths are
expected to attend
this sixteenth
annual meeting,
which is- scheduled from December 10 through 14.
In making the announcement,
Gardener
reminded Kentucky
farm youths that there is still
time to enroll in the
NJVGA's
production-marketing contest and
to compete for $6,000 in agricultural scholarships and awards A
&P Food Stores provides for this
event each
year. "Kentucky
hopes to have a large delegation
at the convention, and any Blue
Grass State
boy or girl who
wants to attend should enroll in
the NJVGA as soon as possible,"
he said.
The four-day meeting will climax a record-breaking year for
the NJVGA's program, in which
thousands
of
farm
youths
throughout the country are participating. An
educational and
entertaining program has been
prepared for their New Orleans
stay. Inspection trips into
thei
famed tidewater farm lands of 1

—Daniel Webster

upon men determined to be free.
—Southey

Easier
The God who gave us life, gave.
were it to hurl the
rooted mountain from its base, us liberty at the same time.
than force the yoke of slavery
—Thomas Jefferson
Most Complete §itoek

—CILeatueky
In Wes

40a.semean•

•

ASK ABOUT THE
MARTIN-SEN OUR

ONARC H

TWO - PRODUCT
SYSTEM

The Primer for sealing, hiding and priming.
The Finish Coat for protection and 1ing
color beauty.
DEPENDABLE PROTECTION
LASTING BEAUTY
PROVED ECONOMY

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Fulton

Cars in Pala

moo awe nwasows.SINMfl.INS
V

put into clean closed containers
and kept cold until they are used.
Insulated bags, such as those used by food markets when selling '
frozen foods, can be used for such
a purpose.
Unless some special care
is

The Car thatputs
yourBestFootforward

The City National Bank
FULTON. KENTUCKY
At the (lose of Business June 30 .1950

E think you'll agree that
the whole story of an automobile isn't told in its power,
its room, its styling, even in its
ride.

W

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank
Bond and Securities
U. S. Government Bonds
Cash and Due From Banks

$

TOTAL

There is the all-important point
about what a car does to you—
and that's where ROADMASTER
really shines.

391,078.39
None
18,500.00
4,800.00
3,487.00
2,867,800.00
938,516.79

$ 4,224,182.18

For

b

you can't slip into this
bonny beauty's broad seats without feeling like somebody pretty
special.
When you take its neat wheel in
your hand—when you cut loose,
' with a toe-touch, the rich baritone of its big Fireball straight-

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock ... ...........
_
Surplus
Undivided Profits...
.....
_
Unearned Discount
Reserved for Taxes, Other Contingencies.......
Semi-annual Dividend, No.96 ........._......
............ ........ ........
DEPOSITS

Tarim

extinguish it.

First of the Fine

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

is

Friday, July 7, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page s

4,224,182.18

dollars-and-cents reasons for
making ROADMASTER your
choice over any other car:

got

Its size. The commanding performance of its 152-hp Fireball
valve-in-head straight-eight engine. Dynaflow Drive standard.
A ride that's quite matchless in
its gentle softness. Distinguished
styling from bold, protective
front end to gleaming "double
bubble" taillight.

Man, then you know you've
a real automobile!

And don't overlook this:
That graceful sweep of chrome
along the fender—found on no
other car made today — is a
mighty eye-catching note of distinction.
Those four Ventiports, too,
cause many a head to turn—they
mark you unmistakably as the
owner of the biggest and best
Buick built—a car as fine and
rich as any man has need for.
There are a lot of

80,000.00
80,000.00
38,173.39
6,807.08
7,093.04
4,800.00
4,007,308.67

$

eight power plant—when you
feel the smooth surge of its
Dynaflow-cushioned take-off—

FOUR-WAY FORMIONT
This rugg•d front •nd (1) setts fit• slyie
note,(2)saves on repair costs - vortical bars
•ro individually r•placoablo,(3) ovoids

good, solid,

But if you're ready for a car
that's more than just an automobile—if you want one that
puts your best foot forward in
any company—that's the real
reason for seeing your Buick
dealer quickly—to talk turkey
about a ROADMASTER

ffoolsaskr

6'7)
- Your KIINI
-recta. WO.

ifyth 2aat/ois

"locking horns," (4) mak., parking and

garaging easier.
Doe la HENRY!. TAYLOR. ABC Naval, weary Monday womb.

We Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
!Member of F. D. I. C.

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANv
224 - 228 Fourth Street
IMMIBMBRIIIIIMMIII WHOM BETTIS AUTOMOBILES ARI BUILT SUICK WILL BUILD TI-11111

Fulton, Kentucky
reVII111111111111111WWWW•MOR••••••ewma
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needs of farm people-Auto, friends and former neighbors for
REQUESTS FOR THE PRO- BOOKS WANTED: State historLEGAL
•
War,
religious
books.1
ieS,
Civil
e, Blue Cross, their rainy kindnesses extended
Polio,
Life,
COMMONWEALTH OF
REFUNDS
FORMS.
POSAL
Raleigh Ashley, Tiptonville, Farmers Co
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
ehensive. • See to us during our stay in Fulton
Tenn.
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO
Billy C. Fry
your agent to ay. H. J. French, for the funeral of our mother,
REASON.
CONTRACTORS
Clinton Street, Mrs. Pancie 'McAlister.
Phone
2506,
Further information, bidding
ATTENTION FARMERS
Jeweler
• Hickman, Kent ky.
received
Sealed bids will be
-The McAlister Family
proposals, et cetera, will be fur- Your Farm Bureau Insurance ofHighways
by the Department of
BUY-SELL--LIRE-RENT
Watch and clock repairing
the
nished upon application to
Kentucky
THANK
Frankfort,
CARD
OF
at its office,
fice offers at a saving to youPrompt service
Frankfort office. The right is re10:00 A. M. CENTRAL served to reject any and all bids.
until
Phone 470 for Job Renting.
all kinds of insurance to cover
with an economical classified
ank all of our
We want to
All work guaranteed
each
read
column,
TIME,
on
SAVING
DAYLIGHT
ad in this
Phone
455
July, 1950, at DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
week throughout the Fulton
the. 21st day of
113 Washington Street
Frankfort, Kentucky
trade area. No other method
which time bids will be publicly
office
telephone
the
Across from
June 29, 1950.
reaches so many for so little.
opened and read for the improvement of:
First Insertion 30 per word
OFFICERS' MEETING
tonight,
(minimum, 50c)
DR. J. W. TOSH
FULTON COUNTY, S 162 (1),
7:30 p. m. All members invited.
/
2c
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
The HickMan Cut-off,
38-347
SP
Loyal
Order
of
Moose,
212
Specialist
Eyesight
per word. .
mile
beginning at KY 94, 1.0
Church Street, Fulton.
exHickman
and
southwest of
Fulton
206 Main St.
We will be glad to help you
tending to KY 94 at ECL of Hick- • For
Sale
(Across from Bennett
prepare your ad at our office;
man, a distance of 2.985 miles.
Drug Store)
or mail it in with the money.
Grade, drain and traffic bound MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
sWAll classified ads are cash in
surface.
and automatic models, $124.95
advance.
COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE: The special provisions for highand up. Sales • and service.
table tops, windows, structural, way projects financed with FedBennett Electric, Phone 201,
plate, mirrors, glass shelves. eral Aid Highway Funds apply
' Fulton, Ky.
Auto glass installed while you on the foregoing projects.
wait. Satisfaction guaranteed.
• Services
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-487
ACROSONIC
Fulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210
The Lodgeston School-CrutchDESTROY TEAMIIES. Free inChurch Street, phone 909.
Baldwin's
Spinet Piano
field Road from KY 94, 2.5 miles
price
spection. Reasonable
Today's Finest Spinet.
west of US 51, to a County Road,
McKinney, Mayfield,
Frank
with the famous
1.0 mile west of Crutchfield, 1.8
Ky. P. .3. Box 471, Phone
Veterinary Service
miles, Reconstruction and traffic
"FULL BLOW ACTION"
1309-J.
for Fulton and adjacent counties, bound surface.
10 year factory guarantee.
FULTON COUNTY RS 38-507
at
Evans
Drug
Company,
phone
Priced from
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
Spur
Road to the Lodgeston
and polisher. Fulton Paint & 95.
$595
Road from
School-Crutchfield
Glass Company, 210 Church
1.05 miles north of KY 94 to a
Dr.
E.
B.
Cherry.
Street, Phone 909.
Feezle Piano Sales
Registered Veterinarian;
hours County Road, 1.0 mile south of
622 Broadway, Paducah
Crutchfield, 1.05 miles, Recon9.30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m., or by apstruction and traffic bound sur.
pointment.
face.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOFIILTON COUNTY, RS 38-547
GRAPH
RECORDS: Latest
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inThe
Jim
McNeal
Road
from
KY
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
94,
6.3
miles
east
of
Hickman
to
RPM,
etc.
Standard or long
45
Paschall Street. Martin HighMS-1664
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walway. Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383. a County Road 2.12 miles south,
Reconstiuction and traffic bound
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Friday - Saturday
DOCTORS' BILLS paid the easy surface.
July 7-8
The attention of
prospective FOR SALE: 1935 Oldsmobile
way by hospitalization policy.
coupe. Good motor, good brakSecured
Casualty Insurance bidders is called to the prequalifiDouble Thrill Bill
es. Has been running every day.
Company;
Gladys
Hyland, cation requirements and necesCome Early For Best Selection
Best cash offer drives it home.
sity for securing certificate of
agent. Box 315; Phone 1185.
Phone 470 or 1255. '
eligibility, the special provision
covering subletting or assigning
• Notices
the contract and the Depart- • Miscellaneous
that bought
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
ment's regulation which prohibits
The News :s authorized to 'announce the issuance of proposals after
only terror!
- -44IlP
the
the
eandi(iacy
of
subfollowing,
WANTED
*KO 6---Ject to the action of the Tennessee 4:30 P. M. on the day preceding
Democratic Primary to he held on the opening of bids.
TO Buy, Sell or Trade
Thursday, August 3, 1550:
NOTE: A PURCHA§E CHARGE
New and used furniture
L'07 Church Street
Fulton
Phone 35
OF $10.00 WILL BE MADE FOR
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
DARNELL'S
EACH
PROPOSAL.
REMIT(Ninth Congressional District)
TANCE MUST ACCOMPANY 108 Paschall St.
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT
Phone 1395
bemsb•••••••••
•••••••••••
Stom ng :I
/14
MARTHA SCOTT '.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WALLPAPER SALE!
A special group of
ROOM-LOT PAPERS
at saving up to

HALF - PRICE

e

A‘Ne

14111 '
lo-Dt

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

JEFFREY LYNN '

librochod by WU PRICE
Ilbody<ed by Sib ROOM Mb
HAYWARD
_ Sa....-y. by

2nd Big Hit
SIX-GUN ADVENTURE AND
LONE STAR ROMANCE!
_.„
-

•.:P., 1
i
,•.,:..;
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LADIES DRESS SHOES

ROY.ROGERS
4&,
7,...INEORpE
_

Gabby

HAYES

fg,
arogaisif.yoe.iLs
SH.rny wo.00s•u4nr nmDot.
n•

i

Nationally - advertised TRIM
TRED; Sizes 4-9, AA to C (Not
-all sizes in all shoes in stock)
C
.

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
July 9-10-11

OBERT MITCHUM
4. . :

It has always been our.-custom to haIr'e an annual clearance
of all Spring and Summer Shoes, in all departments. HERE IT
IS .... with some amazing savings for the whole family! These
shoes are all prieed4o move quickly - - - - we need room for new,
incoming fall shoes. SELECT YOURS TODAY from these

Brown and White Spectator
pumps; Reg. $8.95 . . . .
Sandals in Patent, Multi-Color,
Red, Green; Reg. $8.95 . . .
Red Pumps; Reg. $7.95 ...
Beige and Brown, or white
sandals; Reg. $7.95 . . .

95

MENS SHOES

...'1 '

...A.

plats M ruder-Pak,
, ......

Green Sandals

$3.95

These are Regular

6.95

Red Sandals

$1.95

These are Regular $7.95

•
LESTER COWAN
..
• "THE

bw.••••Hby

many values!

YOUR CHOICE:
.

buwwwww.

.•••••••.

STORY

.1..110E
RMITCHUM
oB,RT BURGESS

LADIES CASUAL SHOES
Nationally - advertised Trim Tred,
Polly Debs and Star Brand.

MEREDITH

BROWN AND WHITE wing - tip
Randcraft oxfords, value $8.95.
BROWN AND BEIGE ventilated
Randcraft oxfords, value $8.95...
BROWN BASKET WOVE Randcraft oxfords, value $8.95
BROWN VENTILATED, Randcraft blucher oxfords, val. $7.95..
BROWN VENTILATED StarBrand moccasin-toe oxford, value $6.95. ...

a* WiNN •Y‘,

DH•tioti by WilliA/A • WRILAUN

Sandali, in .our choite of Pa-

•Nby Swwwwy • As fable lled. Pi.. Ile ...me

tent, Blue, Green, Red, Multi-

Wed. - Thurs.
July 12-13

Color

or

White; Regularly -

95

Your Choice

CHILDREN'S DRESS SANDALS
Nationally - adVeftised Poll - Parrott; sizes 51.2 to 81,0, 9-12; 122-3;
widths A to C (Not all sizes in all
Thoes in stock).
-FOR GIRLSWhite strap; Reg. $5.95, now $3.95
Patent strap; Reg. $5.95, now $3.95
Patent ankle strap; Reg. $5.95, now
$3.115
Patat strap; Reg. $5.95, now $4.95
Pant strap; Reg. $4.95, now 2.95
WHeataip, Reg. $4.95; now,.$2.95

GIRLS' DRESS SANDALS
Nationally - advertised

95

Star

Brand; Choice of white, red,
green, multi-color

or

95

black

patent; Regularly $3.95; now ..

ALL LEATHER PLAY SANDALS
For Girls or Boys. Nationallyadvertised Sfar Brand,

Men! Here is
REAL value..
shoes you can
wear the rest
or the Summer

Sizes

5% to 3; Your choice of

brown, white, red, green, black

95

patent; Regular $2.95 and $3.95

MEI WOISOERRIt
ASS

STATE FAIR!
LL-- ...,

. . .,_

SON 11,1 SUMTER

...N.PM.

ONE GROUP PUMPS, WORDS

ismn swam
S

y1101
"
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LADIES $3.95, $4.95 SANDALS
Your choice of

blue, green,

red, white, black patent

multi-color; Now

is •

or

reduced to ..

95

2

ROBERTS STORE
422 LAKE ST

FULTON
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